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ocal lawmakers, including Republican state Sen. Pat Browne, say it's about time for a minimum wage increase in

Pennsylvania.

On Monday afternoon, supporters of raising the minimum wage from $7.25 to $10.10 in the state met in Allentown.

The rally was one of many held throughout the state Monday that were hosted by Raise the Wage Pa, a statewide

coalition focusing on a minimum wage increase.

Browne, who is up for re-election, was the lone Republican at the Allentown event to stand in support of a minimum

wage increase.

"My job as majority whip is meaningless unless I can cultivate the support of my colleagues," he said. "That's the

fundamental definition of my job. We're standing here to promote economic opportunity for all our citizens."

Pennsylvania's minimum wage hasn't increased since 2006, but other states have, including New Jersey, where the

rate is $8.25, New York, where the rate is $8 and Ohio, where is stands at $7.95.

Meanwhile, a number of states, including California, Connecticut, Maryland and Massachusetts, are scheduled to raise

the rate to $10 or higher over the next several years.

State Sen. Pat Browne, R-Lehigh, speaks at podium during rally at Second Harvest Food Bank in Alllentown in support of

raising the minimum wage to $10.10 an hour. (JACQUELINE PALOCHKO, THE MORNING CALL)
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Every year since the last increase, Sen. Christine Tartaglione, D-Philadelphia, has introduced a bill to raise the state's

minimum wage. It's never passed out of the Senate.

On May 15, Tartaglione did so again. The bill has 11 cosponsors; All are Democrats.

Under her bill, the minimum wage would rise 95 cents the first year to $8.20 and grow to $10.10 by the third year.

By the fourth year, the state's minimum wage would start to be adjusted by an annual cost-of-living increase.

The COLA percentage increase would be tied to the CPI index for all urban areas in the mid-Atlantic states of

Pennsylvania, New jersey, Delaware and Maryland. By comparison, the state Legislature gets an annual COLA based

only on the CPI for the Philadelphia labor market.

With five days left in the two-year legislative session, it appears Tartaglione's bill will not come up for a vote, even with

the endorsement of Browne, majority whip. Tartaglione will be calling Browne so they can work on a bipartisan bill,

said Tartaglione's chief of staff Kathleen A. Benton. Browne supported the last wage hike in 2006.

"Better late than never and there's no time like the present," Benton quipped.

Chris Borick, Muhlenberg College pollster and political science professor, said he id not think Browne's support of

minimum wage is an election-year gimmick. Browne is not in jeopardy of losing his seat in the November election to

Democrat Walter Fenton, he said.

The Morning Call/Muhlenberg College Poll shows high statewide support for raising the minimum wage. Browne

represents a district that is "fairly working class," Borck said, so it makes sense Browne would support a higher

minimum wage.

"It does reflect where his constituents are and where the state is as a whole," Borick said.

But not the majority of Republicans in the Senate and House, he added.

"His opinion still does not job with the majority," Borick said.

The Allentown rally was held at Second Harvest Food Bank of Lehigh Valley and Northeast Pennsylvania.

Alan Jennings, executive director of Community Action Committee of the Lehigh Valley, noted that many Lehigh

Valley residents who earn minimum wage rely on the agency, which supplies food and grocery product for distribution

to 200 member agencies.

"American workers are falling further and further behind," he said.

In Pennsylvania, those working 40 hours a week at minimum wage – which comes to about $15,000 a year – are

struggling to pay bills, buy groceries and save money to send their children to college, local leaders said Monday.

"No one who works 40 hours a week should be in poverty," Rep. Michael Schlossberg, D-Lehigh County, said. "If you

work hard, you should be able to live well."

Morning Call Harrisburg reporter Steve Esack contributed to this report.

jpalochko@mcall.com

Twitter @Jpalochko

610-820-6613
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A Consol Energy natural gas well sits on Pittsburgh International Airport property in Findlay Township. Pennsylvania

gubernatorial candidate Tom Wolf wants to impose a 5 percent severance tax on the natural gas and oil industry with

drilling operations in the state. It is estimated the severance tax would generate $1 billion in revenue. Wolfe has said he

wants the money to go toward funding education.
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By Suzanne Elliott For The Times | 7 comments

Political experts don't expect a run to the border from shale-related companies if Tom Wolf is

elected governor.

Despite concerns expressed by some, experts

watching the race for Pennsylvania's top office

say natural gas and oil companies won't close

down western Pennsylvania drilling operations

and move to Ohio or south to West Virginia to

set up shop if Wolf is elected.

Democrat Wolf, who is leading in most

Pennsylvania polls, wants to impose a 5 percent

severance tax on the natural gas and oil

industry with drilling operations in the state. It is

estimated the severance tax would generate $1

billion in revenue. Wolfe has said he wants the

money to go toward funding education.

A severance tax is a tariff that is imposed on the removal of nonrenewable resources such as

crude oil, natural gas, coal bed methane and carbon dioxide. It is separate from an income tax.

Pennsylvania is the only major natural gas- and oil-producing state that does not have a

severance tax. Companies are still liable for federal and state income taxes on oil and gas profits

in addition to the severance tax, if it would become law.

Gov. Tom Corbett signed an impact fee into law three years ago, which has raised more than $630

million for state coffers. Beaver County, for example, is projected to receive nearly $371,000 in

drilling impact fees from the state this year, while the share for county municipalities will almost

equal that amount, according to the Marcellus Shale Coalition Quarterly Magazine. Companies

pay $50,000 per well drilled, and $10,000 for smaller, vertical wells in the state.

Corbett said recently at a shale conference in Pittsburgh that 10 to 15 years down the road, when

the natural gas and oil industry is established in Pennsylvania, companies would be better able to

sustain a severance tax. Right now, more than 245,000 people in Pennsylvania are tied to the

shale industry, plus the oil and gas industry works with 1,347 different businesses across the state,

according to the Marcellus Shale Coalition, an industry trade association in Pittsburgh.

“This is a tenuous time,” Corbett said. “I need to see the industry get a foothold.”

According to a Lancaster-based Franklin & Marshall College poll released Sept. 25, Wolf leads

Corbett 49 percent to 31 percent among the state’s registered voters.
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Chris Borick, a professor of political science and director of the Muhlenberg College Institute of

Public Opinion in Allentown, said if Pennsylvania enacts a severance tax, it will be in line with

neighboring state tax rates.

Ohio, for example, has a 2 1/2 percent tax, passed in May, on horizontal wells. Ohio Gov. John

Kasich, a Republican who is running for re-election, has said he wants to raise the tax to 4 percent

or 4½ percent. West Virginia, meanwhile, has a 5 percent severance tax on extracted gas.

“The imposition of a severance tax in Pennsylvania will of course be weighed in the decisions of

the shale gas companies to drill in the state, but I don’t see it as a defining factor in their choice,”

Borick said in an email.

“And if firms were looking west to Ohio for a more attractive tax environment, they may be limited

by efforts by Governor Kasich to adopt increased taxes on shale drilling in the Buckeye State,” he

said. “By the way, our polls show the majority of Pennsylvanians do not think that a severance tax

will cause drillers to leave the state.

“If Wolf wins, the most obvious difference in the area of shale gas will be the support for a

severance tax,” Borick said. “I believe there is enough support in the Legislature for such a tax,

and if Wolf is governor, a bill will be signed.”

Borick said Wolf appears to be in line with public opinion and sees the industry as a net benefit for

the commonwealth and will not seek a moratorium. But he will be more aggressive in terms of

taxes and safety and environmental regulations on the industry.

Joe Sabino Mistick, a Duquesne University law professor and political commentator, agreed with

Borick’s assessment. If Wolf is elected, drillers won’t leave the state, he said.

“The bigger companies don’t seem as alarmed by a restructuring of the tax as the smaller

companies do,” Mistick said. “The contracts are here and the infrastructure is here.”

Still, Dave Spigelmyer, president of the Marcellus Shale Coalition, said more taxes would be

harmful and would be detrimental to small- and medium-size businesses working in shale

development in Pennsylvania.

“Our elected leaders must avoid a race to the bottom and focus on common-sense policies that

encourage more job creation and investment into the commonwealth rather than new energy taxes

that will make Pennsylvania less competitive and hurt our economy,” Spigelmyer said.

© 2014 Timesonline.com. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
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Republican Gov. Corbett and Democratic

challenger Tom Wolf sharply framed the

choice before Pennsylvania voters as they sparred

Wednesday morning in a drive-time radio debate.

It was clear that Wolf intends to try to convince the electorate

that Corbett starved education, and failed to keep promises of

fiscal responsibility and economic growth.

And Corbett is seeking to portray the York businessman as a

captive of public-employee unions who offers little in the way

of detailed proposals and promises more than he can deliver.

Corbett "cooked the books" in the latest state budget, Wolf

said Wednesday. He cited a series of one-time fund transfers

and overly optimistic revenue forecasts, leading to a projected

$700 million deficit that several financial rating agencies have

cited in recent downgrades of Pennsylvania's credit

worthiness.

"Are you accusing me of a criminal act?" shot back Corbett, a

former prosecutor and state attorney general. He said budget-

making is an inexact art, and contended that former Gov. Ed

Rendell - in whose cabinet Wolf served - used some of the

same tactics.

Polls show Corbett trailing Wolf by double digits with just over

a month until polls open Nov. 4. Wolf's campaign also has a

$1.7 million cash-on-hand advantage over the incumbent's.

"I've been behind in every race I've run," Corbett said

afterward, predicting a comeback win.

For the first 17 minutes of the hour-long session, aired live

from KYW Newsradio's Philadelphia studio, the rivals battled

over school funding. Education is voters' top concern this

year, according to polls.

Wolf said property taxes have gone up and class sizes have

grown under Corbett because of cuts in state education aid.
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The Democrat pledged smaller class sizes.

"There was a fair funding formula," Wolf said. "You eliminated

it."

Wolf's expressed goal of having the state pitch in 50 percent

of education costs would cost $3 billion more per year,

Corbett said. Wolf said "hundreds of millions" would come

from a 5 percent tax he wants to impose on extraction of

natural gas from the Marcellus Shale.

"I didn't cut education," Corbett countered, pointing to a

stream of federal stimulus money that had been used for

schools but dried up early in his term. Since then, the state

share has increased every year to its highest level.

He said pension costs for school employees were the biggest

driver pushing districts to raise property taxes, and told Wolf,

"I don't see how you can ignore the pension crisis."

As he has before, Wolf said he was committed to keeping a

defined-benefit pension plan for state, municipal, and school

workers, and said 2010 pension changes designed to reduce

costs and increase the state contribution needed more time to

work.

When a panelist asked when Wolf would release his income

tax plan, the Democrat said - as he has before - that he first

needed to see what sort of revenue gap he would inherit if

elected.

He has said he wants to change the state's personal income

tax so that the middle class gets a break and the wealthy pay

more. Pressed further, he said Wednesday that he considered

an individual income of $70,000 to $90,000 to be middle-

class.

On economic issues, Corbett said the state had benefited

from the shale gas industry, but Wolf argued that

Pennsylvania is ranked 47th among the states in job creation.

"Our economy is not very strong," Wolf said, pointing to the

recent credit downgrades.
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Corbett countered by citing an analysis that ranked the state

36th.

One of the sharpest exchanges was over the pornographic

e-mails traded among state officials and jurists between 2008

and 2010, according to state Attorney General Kathleen G.

Kane, who unearthed them as part of her office's review of the

Jerry Sandusky child sex-crimes investigation. The e-mails

dated to when Corbett was attorney general.

"I think the concern is the culture that allows something like

that to happen," Wolf said. "Culture starts at the top."

Corbett has said he never knew of the offending e-mails when

he was attorney general and would have gone "ballistic" had

he been told.

"I wish they would have sent me one," the governor said. "I

wish they would have, because it would have stopped right

then and there."

After the debate, Corbett told reporters that he was offended

at Wolf's implied criticism. "That was a cheap shot," the

governor said. "Everyone knows that's not my culture."

Wolf initially hurried into an elevator to leave the studio,

pursued by a dozen or so reporters and camera operators. He

returned shortly afterward, saying he had more time in his

schedule than he had thought.

He did not intend a cheap shot at the governor over the

e-mails, Wolf said: "I'm saying that part of leadership in any

organization is setting the tone to say this kind of stuff isn't

permissible."

Asked how he would be able to avoid gridlock with a

legislature that is projected to remain in Republican control,

Wolf answered by turning to Corbett. "You haven't been able

to work with your own party members in the legislature," he

said. "I certainly won't do any worse than that."

Some areas of agreement - albeit on nonissues - appeared

during a "lightning round" of questions. Both candidates said
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they prefer french fries to chocolate, and beer to wine. Both

like dogs.

Asked what each does that annoys his wife, both men smiled.

Wolf said there's nothing he does that annoys his spouse.

Corbett said he interrupts her too much.

Outside the radio station in the Spring Garden section of the

city, several dozen anti-Corbett protesters and some of the

governor's supporters rallied.

A political scientist who has followed the debates twice used

the word aggressive to describe this one's tone.

Corbett "remained aggressive in his critique of Wolf policy

positions, but he had to spend a great deal of time on the

defensive with education as the departure point for the

debate," Muhlenberg College's Chris Borick wrote in an

e-mail. "Wolf was more direct in his challenges to Corbett in

this round in comparison with the first debate, but once again

didn't stray very far from the 'play it safe' approach that he has

adopted. . . . The back-and-forth on the pornographic e-mails

did demonstrate a bit more aggressive approach from Wolf

than I expected."

He said Corbett's response suggested Wolf had "struck a

nerve."

The debate was televised live on CW57, and will be

rebroadcast on NBC3 on Sunday.

FINAL DEBATE

The last debate is set for 7 p.m. Wednesday at WTAE-TV in

Pittsburgh. It is to be moderated by WTAE's Sally Wiggin and

aired live.

tfitzgerald@phillynews.com

215-854-2718

@tomfitzgerald
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t hasn't been around quite as long as The Rolling Stones, but local band Tower Suite has legs, the kind that has

kept fans coming back for decades for its energetic blend of pop, blues, jazz, rock, R&B, soul, standards and

jazzed-up oldies.

First formed in 1974, when there was a busy club scene around the Lehigh Valley, the group has been in business

continuously, fronted by a rotating roster of lead singers, but always with founder and drummer John Richetta making

things happen.

To celebrate 40 years, the band has planned a party Oct. 7 at the Molten Lounge at the Sands Casino Resort

Bethlehem. Featured will be at least 20 current and former members, including the "Friends" that have turned the

group into show band Tower Suite and Friends for most of its recent shows.

At Bruno Sciponi's Restaurant in Bethlehem, Richetta, his wife Pam, and radio personality Diane Lee talked about the

Sands show and shared memories. Lee will host the anniversary show, which will include a slide show of more than

120 pictures, including newspaper ads and marquees in cities where the band has appeared.

Pam describes the group's three female lead singers as "The Queen of the Blues, the jazz singer, and the wild child."

Joe Vitale (left), Wayne Dillon, Deborah Mumford, Wayne Smith, Bev Conklin, Mike Peters, June Thomas, Joe Colarusso and

John Richetta celebrate 40 years of Tower Suite Oct. 7 at the Molten Lounge at the Sands Casino Resort Bethlehem. (PHOTO

BY DAVE DABOUR)
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The "queen" is Bev Conklin, who has been fronting her own blues groups for more than 20 years, and now leads the

BC Combo. Combo lead guitarist and vocalist Wayne Smith also plays with Tower Suite and Friends.

Jazz singer June Thomas, who teaches piano and voice at Muhlenberg College, is a longtime Valley performer. The

"wild child" is Deb Mumford, who also is a music teacher and vocal coach, and has opened for acts including Taylor

Dayne, Peter Frampton and Meat Loaf.

The band also includes Joe Vitale on saxophone, Wayne Dillon on trumpet, Mike Peters on keyboards and bass and a

very colorful Joey Colarusso on guitar, lead vocals and percussion. Richetta says Colarusso once came onstage with a

cigar, tuxedo, tie and no pants.

Tower Suite is a flexible unit of three to seven pieces, depending on the job. The name Tower Suite is used for the core

trio of Colarusso, Richetta and Peters. In the larger group both Peters and Thomas play keys, with a musical rapport

and left-hand skills that eliminate the need for a stringed bass.

In addition to the larger Tower Suite and Friends there is Tower Suite with a Twist, which leans toward the blues,

featuring Conklin and Smith, and Tower Suite Too, with Thomas, Mumford and guitarist Dan Frederick.

Richetta is the only remaining original member of the group, which began as Watchtower for its first show at the

Queen Victoria Hotel in Orefield. That first unit included guitarist Jim Meyer, who is now teamed with Steve Brosky,

and Tom Todaro on bass. A few weeks later the group was booked by The Lounge, a trendy spot on Hamilton Street in

Allentown with the stipulation that it change its name to Tower Suite, after a hotel where the club owner had stayed. It

stuck, and the band performed at nightclubs up and down the East Coast for many years.

Richetta decided to become a musician after seeing Buddy Rich and Gene Krupa on Easter Sunday in 1963 at the

Metropole Café in New York. The first official band he performed with was called the GT5, led by Tom Flad on guitar

along with other local musicians. Several years of performing part time finally led to full-time work with a group called

The Mason Brothers. That was when live bands were gaining tremendous popularity up and down the East Coast.

Some of the members of the group were unable to travel a circuit, so Richetta created his own band.

"We were always a show band, with costume changes. We would do themes. Like a tribute to Ray Charles or oldies

shows," he says. The band even did one celebrating novelty band leader Spike Jones, re-creating many of his sound

effects. The band still does a different theme for its monthly shows at the Sands. Last month the group was joined by

former boxer, Easton resident Larry Holmes, who enjoys taking center stage at the microphone.

One special theme was a celebration of the 50th anniversary of Richetta's radio show Tempo Italiano on AM 1470

called the "Night of 100 Cannolis." Richetta says Tempo Italiano is useful for promotion, although people occasionally

ask, "Can you play anything besides Italian music?" Richetta also performs with veteran band King Henry and the

Showmen. Henry Casella was one of Richetta's former drum teachers.

Richetta recalls when Colarusso joined full time. "Once we were booked in Wildwood, N.J., for 84 days straight, three

shows a day. One of our female vocalists seemed to always have a sore throat whenever we had a small crowd.

"Joe, who was a friend of the band, came to visit us and did a guest spot. The club owner told us to hire him and fire

that other vocalist," Richetta recalls. "A year later I was watching television and saw that she was one of the

Philadelphia Eagles cheerleaders."

Although Tower Suite and Friends is a large group with rotating musicians, it always combines a tight sound with

high-energy spontaneity. All veterans of many years, band members do not rehearse new songs. Instead each person

will learn it and then the group will play it for the first time onstage.

Pam notes another factor in their popularity. "The band members generally like each other. Everyone supports each
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other. There is no competition."

Dave Howell is a freelance writer.

Jodi Duckett, editor

jodi.duckett@mcall.com

610-820-6704

TOWER SUITE AND FRIENDS

•What: Celebration of 40 years of music.

•When: 7-10 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 7

•Where: Sands Casino Resort Bethlehem, Molten Lounge, 77 Sands Blvd.

•How much: Free

•Info: http://www.pasands.com, 877-726-3777
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Choosing what you’re going to do, probably for the rest of your life, is an intimidating thing to ask, especially when
you’re getting used to so many other things: moving away from home, starting new classes, and figuring out who
you are and what you like.

One of the best ways to figure out if what you think you might want to do is right for you is by shadowing someone in
that field or finding an internship. Shadowing and interning is like trying a job on for size—and it also gives potential
future employers a chance to try you, too. More than that, though, they provide necessary experience for when you
graduate and are looking to enter the working world.

"Internships and summer jobs are important as the offer vital transferable skills that students will need later in life,”
says Alana Albus, director of the Career Center at Muhlenberg College in Allentown, Pa. "They also give students
an opportunity to explore the field before they accept a full-time job offer.”

"An internship is a great way to test your interest in an industry, or in a specific company,” adds Gabriel Razo, head
of the Career Center at Harold Washington College in Chicago, Ill. "Every internship opportunity will help you clarify
your long term career goals while building your experience, recommendations and network."

But something to keep in mind is that all the things you can do as an undergraduate, including internships, might not
lead directly to a career; instead, they could show you what you like, what you don’t care for, what you’re best at and
what you are really passionate about.

"First year students need to understand that finding success post-graduation is a journey and not a destination,”
says Ursinus College’s Carla Rinde, director of the Career and Professional Development Center. "A student may
enter college with a plan or a goal, but will learn to make many stops along the way that helps inform the next move,
such as asking questions, exploring new fields and talking to mentors who provide insight into what lies ahead.”

This week, we’ll be discussing things to do—and things to stop doing—that you can do right now that can help you

find a job after you graduate. 

Why internships and shadowing are some of the most important
experiences to have
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For those just starting their college journey, thinking about graduating and finding a job feels very far off. There are
some behaviors, though, that you should start doing—and some you should stop doing—that you’ll thank yourself
for later.

Stop: Waiting too long to start looking
Start: Building skills early

It may seem like it, but freshman year is the perfect time to start exploring options for internships and your future
career.

"The time to start the search was yesterday," says Kevin Hewerdine, director of Career Services and Employer

Relations at Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology [http://www.rose-hulman.edu/] . "First semester freshmen year is time

to start finding out how the career services office at your school operates and the systems they have in place for the

student."

"It’s never too early to start thinking about internships,” says Nancy Dachille, director of career development
at Chestnut Hill College [http://chc.edu/]  in Philadelphia, Pa. "Most companies would like interns to have a little
foundation, so probably after freshman year would be a good time to start this process. Utilize the expertise of your
faculty and most especially the Career Center. Your career office has many resources and opportunities to prepare
you for life after college.”

By starting early, you’ll have a leg-up on the competition and reduce your stress later—an added bonus! 

"Many students work while they are in college.When possible, try to find a part-time in your chosen career field,”
suggest Central Penn College [http://centralpenn.edu/] 's Career Services Director Steve Hassinger. "If that is not
possible, start thinking about the skills being used in that job which will be useful in a future position in your chosen
career field. This is what we refer to as 'transferable skills.' For example, many students work in the hospitality field.
This is a great way to develop customer service skills, which are important in many different career fields.”

Stop: Thinking of your resume as a distant task
Start: Thinking of your resume as a "living document”

Some classes require you to make a resume early, but even if you don’t have to, it’s a good idea to start early. That

Six behaviors to change that will help your future career search
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way, if an opportunity like a part-time job or an internship comes up, you’ll have something prepared and won’t have
to throw one together at the last minute.

“Layout your professional resume,” says Megan Houlker, Director of career services at Babson College
[http://babson.edu/]  in Babson Park, Mass. "This will be a living document throughout your college years and getting it
started in an appropriate format that will enable you to easily leverage it over the years will make it easier in the
future.”

Stop: Overextending yourself
Start: Doing resume-friendly things you genuinely enjoy

Rather than bogging yourself down by trying to do too much, choose activities that you love and that will help you
excel. There is an abundance of activities and clubs that you can be a part of in college, but resist the urge to do
things only because they look good on your resume, says Alana Albus, director of the Career Center at Muhlenberg
College [http://muhlenberg.edu/]  in Allentown, Pa.

"Get involved!” says Dachille. "Involvement outside the classroom will provide many opportunities to network and
become leaders—all important aspects to being successful in the future.  Join a club, play on a team, engage in
service, etc.—you won’t be sorry that you did this.”

But make sure you aren’t trying to do everything.

“In the age of extreme competition, some students may look for ways in which to stand out in the crowd and will
participate in so many activities that they actually burn out or suffer in the classroom,” says Albus. "What's important
to a potential employer or graduate/professional school?  Seeing a variety of activities that make a well-rounded,
academically strong candidate who has demonstrated a commitment and progression in leadership.”

Stop: Pigeonholing yourself into a certain career
Start: Welcoming new opportunities and exploring your options

When you start college, you may have an idea of what you want to be when you graduate. And that’s great! But it’s
important to be open to new ideas, interests and opportunities as they present themselves. Many college career
centers offer self-assessments that can help you see what you are good at and what you truly like.

"This type of assessment can save significant time and money,” says Gabriel Razo, head of Harold Washington
College [http://www.ccc.edu/colleges/washington/Pages/default.aspx] 's Career Center in Chicago. "I can’t tell you how
many students have entered my office interested in one field of study, then changed their mind after an
assessment.”

Using tools like information interviews, too, can be helpful in deciding what career to pursue. If there’s a field even
mildly interesting to you, there’s no harm in exploring it through research, shadowing and conversations with those
who work in the field.

Another thing to keep in mind is that finding a job or internship takes a lot of patience. You have to apply to a lot of
positions, you have to spend a lot of time doing it, and you have to understand that you won't get an offer overnight,
says Hewerdine. And the perfect internship for you may not be the one thought you wanted. It's better to cast a wide
net rather than limit yourself by applying to only a few.

Stop: Misusing social media
Start: Using social media to your advantage

What happens on the Internet stays on the Internet… for a really long time. So that’s why you need to be aware of
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what your online presence—things like Facebook, Instagram and Twitter accounts—says about you. 

Future employers can (and do) research their applicants, and that includes looking at social media sites. But
knowing this, you can use social media to your advantage, says Hassinger. 

"Social media is a powerful tool to assist with networking and starting or advancing one’s career,” he says. "Thus, I
highly recommend that it be used, but it needs to be used in a professional manner."

This professional use of social media can include using the networking site LinkedIn. There, your profile can work as
a resume of sorts, and you can make connections and network with people who can help in your job search.

"First year students should keep an open mind and get involved in conversations with people—begin to network,
and develop a perspective on the world of work,” says Carla Rinde, director of the Career and Professional
Development Center at Ursinus College [http://ursinus.edu/]   "Nurturing one’s network is critical in today’s job
marketplace.”

Stop: Damaging your reputation
Start: Building your image

College is a time to have fun, but keep in mind that what you do in college has a lasting impact on your life, in both a
positive and negative sense.

"Make good decisions. Surround yourself with positive influences,” says Dachille. "This may be your first time away

from home without strict  rules.  It’s easy to make decisions that may hamper your future success. Many fields

require that you do not have a criminal background, so be smart about this. Stay on top of your class work and get

involved with positive activities. All of this will provide a good starting point leading you to a successful future.” 
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Republican Pennsylvania Governor Tom Corbett continues to trail his Democratic
opponent by double-digit margins a month before the general election, according to a poll
released Tuesday by Quinnipiac University in Connecticut.
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News: Animals, Conservation, Sustainability

Single-family homes and low-rise buildings do much more damage than skyscrapers

BY
Susan Milius
5:01pm, January 27, 2014

FLIGHT RISK  The painted bunting (left) and Canada warbler (right) are among the birds that may be especially vulnerable to
smashing into windows, finds a new analysis of bird deaths from collisions with buildings.

Magazine issue: Vol. 185 No. 6,

Between 365 million and 988 million birds die from crashing into windows in the United States each
year, according to the latest estimate.

That might equal 2 to 10 percent of the (admittedly uncertain) total bird population of the country.

The biggest share of the deaths comes not from glass massacres at skyscrapers but from
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occasional collisions with the nation’s many small buildings, says Scott Loss of Oklahoma State
University in Stillwater. “It’s death by a million nicks.”

Low-rise buildings four to 11 stories tall account for about 56 percent of deaths in the new estimate,
Loss and his colleagues report in the February Condor: Ornithological Applications. Residences that
are one to three stories tall make up around 44 percent, with skyscrapers representing less than 1
percent.

Any given small building kills only a few birds each year versus the 24 expected to die annually at a
single skyscraper. But the United States has about 15.1 million low-rises and 122.9 million small
residences, and only about 21,000 skyscrapers. Loss applauds efforts to make skyscrapers
bird-friendly, but cautions that protecting birds takes a broader effort.

Some species — many of them Neotropical migrants — appear especially vulnerable to the
deceptions of windows, Loss and his colleagues find. Among the possible reasons are the risks of
disorientation from artificial lights for birds on long-haul migrations at night. Compiling data from all
kinds of buildings, the team found that Anna’s hummingbirds, black-throated blue warblers,
ruby-throated hummingbirds, Townsend’s solitaires and golden-winged warblers topped the risk list.

Among those birds, conservationists have already flagged the golden-winged warbler because of its
steep population decline in recent decades. Other troubled species nationally that rank high in
vulnerability to window crashes include painted buntings, wood thrushes and Kentucky warblers.

It’s these already distressed species that worry Loss the most. For individual species with dwindling
numbers, he imagines window kills might affect population trends.

The estimate puts windows, just behind cats, as the second-largest source of human-related
menaces that kill birds directly (SN: 2/23/13, p. 14). From what Loss knows of estimates of other
perils to birds such as wind turbines and vehicle kills, he says, “nothing else comes close.”

There’s no nationwide reporting of birds thumping into glass or succumbing to a paw, so estimating
death tolls has long been difficult and controversial (SN: 9/21/13, p. 20). The new estimate of
mortality from windows, based on statistical analysis of 23 local studies, comes close to an old
estimate (100 million to 1 billion) that had been derided for its simple, back-of-the-envelope
approach. “We were a little surprised,” Loss says.

There are plenty of uncertainties in extrapolating from small, diverse, local studies, particularly in
trying to estimate overall species vulnerabilities, says Wayne Thogmartin  of the U.S. Geological
Survey in LaCrosse, Wis. But even such “imperfect science” has value, he says. For one thing, it
may inspire people to start filling in gaps in data.

The total for window kills isn’t the whole story, though, says ornithologist Daniel Klem Jr. of
Muhlenberg College in Allentown, Pa., who did the earlier calculation: “The moral imperative of
preventing even one unwanted and unintended death of these utilitarian and aesthetically pleasing
creatures is, or should be, compelling enough.”

S.R. Loss et al. Bird-building collisions in the
United States: estimates of annual mortality

S. Milius. Collision Course. Science News. Vol.
184, September 21, 2013, p. 20.
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By Steve Esack, 

Call Harrisburg Bureau

OCTOBER 7, 2014, 9:55 PM

ARRISBURG — Republican Gov. Tom Corbett and Democratic challenger Tom Wolf will debate Wednesday

night for a third and final time before the Nov. 4 election.

When the Pittsburgh TV station's cameras go on, each candidate is sure to attack his opponent while telling voters why

he is the better man.

But why would anybody want the governor's job right now?

Sure, it pays $187,818. But Wolf's a wealthy businessman from York County who didn't even take a paycheck or

pension during a brief stint as state revenue secretary. And Corbett could retire happily based on the public sector

pensions he earned as governor, attorney general and prosecutor.

In 2015, the winner becomes chief executive of a state with no surplus of money, weak revenues and slower job growth

than the national average. The winner inherits a state with ever-increasing borrowing costs in part because its bond

credit rating keeps going down.

Finally, the winner faces pent-up demand for greater funding of public education, but no easy way to provide it unless

Governor Tom Corbett, and Democratic candidate for Governor Tom Wolf, square off in a debate during the Pennsylvania

Chamber 30th annual dinner on September 22 at the Hershey Lodge and Convention Center in Hershey. (CHRIS KNIGHT,

SPECIAL TO THE MORNING CALL)
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the Legislature raises taxes, eliminates tax breaks or tackles a $50.5 billion backlog of pension debt that is eating up

revenue.

"I'm sure both will tell you they are more than excited to have the opportunity [to be governor]," Muhlenberg College

pollster and political science professor Chris Borick said. "But also you have to ask yourself: Do you really want to be

the one to really face those burdens?"

This fiscal year's budget is a little more than $29 billion. But the governor and Legislature cannot spend all of that as

they wish.

More than half is locked up in mandatory costs: $11.2 billion for the Department of Public Welfare; $4.1 billion in

pension payments to school employees and state workers; $2 billion for corrections; and $1.2 billion for bond debt.

On top of the rising locked-in cost, the Corbett administration has continued cutting business tax rates.

To find enough discretionary spending after those built-in costs and business tax cuts are covered, Corbett and the

Legislature relied on a series of one-time money transfers, deferred payments and revenue estimates critics call rosy.

Three major ratings firms — Moody's, Fitch and Standard & Poor's — recently downgraded the state's credit rating,

citing lack of reserves, lagging revenue, anemic job growth, pension debt, fixed-cost pressures, and one-time budgetary

gimmicks.

Said Fitch: "The downgrade to AA- reflects the commonwealth's continued inability to address its fiscal challenges

with structural and recurring measures."

Translation: Not enough Benjamins.

"When it comes to the budget, we've run out of money, and the situation is just going to be ugly for whoever enters the

governor's mansion," said Sharon Ward, executive director of the Harrisburg-based Pennsylvania Budget and Policy

Center, which advocates for taxation that raises sufficient revenue for quality public services.

It's unknown how Corbett would address the money crunch if re-elected. On the stump and in debates, he has refused

to say whether he would stick to his 2010 pledge of not raising taxes. That pledge led Corbett to drastically reduce

spending in 2011-12, leaving the electorate angry and confused over his decisions, especially in the realm of public

education.

Wolf has pledged to raise more money by replacing the state's uniform personal income tax of 3.07 percent with a

graduated tax costing some taxpayers more and others less. He also has promised a 5 percent severance tax on natural

gas drillers, raising $500 million to $1 billion depending on how much gas is extracted from the Marcellus Shale

region.

But Wolf's income tax plan, which he has yet to fully explain, could run into legal trouble under the state Constitution,

which says "all taxes shall be uniform." Changing the income tax could require a referendum, and voters have rejected

similar ideas in the past.

Wolf's 5 percent severance tax is not a given, either.

The Republican-controlled House has rejected similar calls for a severance tax. And the Republicans who control the

Senate face an internal power struggle, pitting moderates who favor a severance tax against conservatives who don't,

said G. Terry Madonna, pollster and political science professor at Franklin & Marshall College in Lancaster.

"Even if they give [Wolf] the shale tax because, arguably, even Republicans do not want to cut more from public

education, that will not help him with the big debt and still not help him balance the books," Madonna said.
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So how is the next governor going to do anything?

The answer to Pennsylvania's fiscal woes is not in reinstating some of the business tax cuts Corbett instituted over the

first three years, issuing a 5 percent severance tax on shale gas or raising the income tax or sales tax on citizens, said

Nate Benefield, vice president of policy analysis at the Commonwealth Foundation, a business-friendly, free-market

think tank in Harrisburg.

The state needs to set priorities and limit spending to the level of inflation and population growth via a law that is

similar to one instituted in Colorado, he said. Prioritizing spending does not mean cutting costs as Corbett did in his

first two budgets, Benefield said.

"There's a difference between slashing spending and re-prioritizing spending or slowing the growth of spending," he

said. "It doesn't require cutting from one year to the next."

After spending is controlled, Benefield said, the state should eliminate some of the loan, grant and tax credit programs

it offers businesses as incentives to create jobs, economic development or education scholarships.

"U.S. Steel should not be getting a $30 million grant to stay in the state," Benefield said. "That money could be used to

lower taxes."

Ward, whose organization pushes for higher corporate taxes, agrees that the state could find needed revenue by

eliminating business grant, loan and tax credit programs. Then the next governor has to take a hard look at taxes, she

said.

The governor must halt the ongoing business tax cuts, Ward said. It doesn't make fiscal sense to cut a tax stream when

the economy has not fully recovered from recession, she said.

In addition, the next governor must show leadership in getting lawmakers to adopt taxes the public supports on

natural gas drillers and smokeless tobacco, Ward said. Enacting those taxes would eliminate the budget gap, she said.

"It's doing practical, commonsense things that need to be done and don't have widespread public opposition," Ward

said.

It's the governor's job to get it done or face voters' wrath.

"It's the one thing that is constant in American politics," Borick said. "It's easier to focus on one person and evaluate

one person than a legislative body made up of different parties."

In the Lehigh Valley/Philadelphia media market, the debate can be seen live at 7 p.m. on WPVI's digit 2 station. Check

your cable subscribers guide for station information.

steve.esack@mcall.com

Twitter@sesack

717-783-7305
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Melissa Falk
Associate Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid
Muhlenberg College (PA)

How has your career path led you to your current work as
associate dean of admissions and financial aid at Muhlenberg
College (PA)? 

I am an admission “Lifer.” When I graduated from Muhlenberg
College over 20 years ago, I knew I wanted to dedicate my life to
something that mattered (my strong, liberal arts education
certainly instilled this in me). I worked in the private sector
immediately after graduation and I quickly discovered I did not
feel passionately about my work, so I quit my job after about five
months and I moved to Allentown (PA) with the single-minded
focus of getting hired by the admission office at Muhlenberg.
Fortunately, my persistence paid off and I was hired as a
part-time admission counselor shortly after my move.
Interestingly, within the first month of working in admission, I found myself working full-time in financial aid, due to a
staffing issue, and I spent my first admission cycle reviewing financial aid forms, packaging and counseling families
through the financial process of selecting college.  It was quite an experience and one that is the foundation for my
current role in which I am still involved in the financial aid process each spring. Since my beginning role as an
admission counselor, I have been fortunate to be part of an enrollment operation that is committed to both recruitment
and retention. As a result, I have had extensive opportunities to advise students, class councils and student
organizations, to mentor underrepresented students, to work with religious life, and most importantly, to work with
students beyond the admission process.  Meeting students and ushering them through the college admission and
financial process and then through their undergraduate experience is still a privilege and a great joy for me!

What is the value of NACAC not in only in your career, but in all aspects of your life? 

The professional development opportunities through NACAC have been incredibly valuable. I have been fortunate
enough to attend both Admission Middle Management Institute and Management Experience in College Admission and
numerous NACAC conferences. In addition to the opportunities to learn from the wealth of experienced professionals,
the organization has connected me with colleagues who share the same passion for working with students and with
whom I have developed wonderful friendships across the nation.
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What are some of the opportunities and challenges you face
working at a private liberal arts college?

There are so many opportunities working at Muhlenberg. The
small, close-knit community has allowed me to continue my
connection with students even after the admission process is
finished. In addition, our smaller enrollment operation has
facilitated important opportunities for me to affect enrollment
outcomes and campus life. And while the challenges include the
weak economy, the media messages that question the value of a
college education and limited institutional resources, these also
provoke creative thinking and real partnerships across campus to
work towards a common mission.

If you could only share one message for students and families
about going to college, what would it be? 

As much as the college search and application process seems lengthy and seems at times complicated, it is really quite
fleeting. That said, cherish and enjoy the time you will spend with your family throughout the college search. During
those sojourns across multiple states traveling with your family with no escape, remember there will be a moment in
your life when you look back on the time spent together sorting through college options, and realize you will never have
that opportunity again. Life gets so busy and once students head to college, the chance to spend time as a family is a
rare one. So take a moment during the college search and truly revel in the time that you have together.

What advice would you give others who are just starting out in college admission? 

I hope new admission professionals would understand how empowered they are in their roles to make a difference for
students, in the college search and selection process and during their undergraduate experience. So while travel season
or reading season may seem endless (and exhausting), I hope they know every interaction with students is an
opportunity to help students (and their families) understand how transformative a college experience can be. Admission
counselors are doing noble work!

What are you passionate about outside of your career? 

I love to bake! Interestingly this passion developed through my
admission work. For the first 16 years of my admission career, I
coordinated our Tour Guide Program (they are my first admission
love!).  We have a tradition at Muhlenberg, that each tour guide
(we have approximately 100 volunteer tour guides) receives a
finals care package during the study period in each fall. The
student packages contain lots of studying snacks, including a
dozen homemade cookies. And while I no longer coordinate our
tour guide program, I still bake cookies for student groups and to
date, I have baked over 25,000 cookies for Muhlenberg students.

List five adjectives that best describe you:

• Authentic
• Very persistent
• Committed
• Energetic
• Dedicated to students

Is there anything else you would like to add?
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I am so appreciative of the students with whom I am incredibly lucky to work with and who continually inspire my
admission work. Most importantly, I am especially thankful for the support of my husband and two sons, whose
partnership allows me to do something I love every day.

©2014 National Association for College Admission Counseling

1050 North Highland Street, Suite 400, Arlington, VA 22201 | Phone: 800-822-6285 | Fax: 703-243-9375 | Email: info@nacacnet.org
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THE RIDGEWOOD NEWS

This is part of a series of stories profiling the 2014 inductees into the Ridgewood High School Athleti

The Ridgewood High School girls tennis program has a long and storied history of both

individuals and teams leaving their marks in the Maroon record books.

Michele Marangi is an individual whose career set both individual and team standards that

have stood the test of time. A 1984 RHS graduate, she was the leader of a program that won

numerous championships while she compiled an 80-13 individual record over her four varsity

seasons.

During her freshman season in 1980-81, she played first doubles with Liz Luongo. In

recognition of their efforts in helping Ridgewood win the NNJIL championship, they were

voted to the All-Bergen County first team.

Her sophomore year, Marangi moved up to the very competitive first singles slot, and after

competing against the very best players in the county and leading Ridgewood to an undefeated

season in league play, she was voted onto the All-Bergen second team.

As a junior, Marangi led RHS to the North 1, Group 4 state championship from her first singles

position, won the William Paterson Tri-County Singles Tournament and was selected to the

All-County first team.

She came back her senior year to captain the Maroons as they went undefeated in NNJIL action and 

the state-sectional title again before losing in the State Group 4 finals. In recognition of her stellar se

to the All-County first team at first singles, making her one of the few athletes ever to be selected on t
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years.

After her graduation from RHS and a year at the University of Mary Washington (Va.), Marangi tran

Allentown, Pa., where she competed for three years. Her Muhlenberg career ended up being as impre

school career, as she compiled a 63-9 combined record at singles and doubles, including a 22-1 mark

Marangi led the Mules to three consecutive MAC Northeast titles, as well as MAC Northern Division 

was the first player in program history to win an individual conference title, including the MAC doub

title in 1988.

In honor of her achievements, Marangi was inducted into the Muhlenberg College Athletic Hall of Fa

many of the members of the RHS Athletic Hall of Fame, she continues to be active in the sport of ten

Her many accomplishments on the tennis courts for RHS and Muhlenberg, plus her continued passio

Michele Marangi a very worthy inductee into the Ridgewood High School Athletic Hall Of Fame with

Submitted by RHS Hall of Fame Committee

© 2014 North Jersey Media Group
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By Laura Olson, 

Call Washington Bureau

OCTOBER 10, 2014, 11:05 PM

ehigh Valley congressional candidates will face off this month in a debate sponsored by The Morning Call and

PBS39.

The debate between incumbent Democrat Matt Cartwright and Republican David Moylan will be 7 p.m. Oct. 21 at

PBS39's Bethlehem studios, and televised live.

The 17th District includes Easton and northern parts of Northampton County, along with Schuylkill County and

portions of Monroe, Carbon, Lackawanna and Luzerne counties.

Cartwright was elected to the U.S. House in 2012. Dr. Moylan is a cardiologist and the Schuylkill County coroner.

Laura McHugh of PBS39 will moderate the Lehigh Valley debate in Bethlehem at the station's studio on the

SteelStacks campus. Laura Olson, The Morning Call's Washington correspondent, and Chris Borick, a Muhlenberg

College political science professor and pollster, will be among those questioning the candidates.

Politically active students from Muhlenberg, a representative from the Greater Lehigh Valley Chamber of Commerce

and voters in the audience or via social media also will have the opportunity to pose questions.

The hourlong debate is open to the public. Doors will close 30 minutes before the start. A limited number of seats are

available. Register to attend at http://www.wlvt.ticketleap.com.

The two candidates also are scheduled to participate in an Oct. 29 debate at the WVIA-TV Public Media studio in

Luzerne County.

Borick, director of the Muhlenberg College Institute of Public Opinion, works with the newspaper throughout the year

to produce The Morning Call-Muhlenberg College Public Opinion Poll.

lolson@mcall.com

202-824-8216

Want to attend?

Register with PBS39 at http://www.wlvt.ticketleap.com

Debate is 7 p.m. Oct. 21 in Bethlehem, but doors close by 6:30 p.m.

Lehigh Valley congressional debate set - The Morning Call http://www.mcall.com/news/local/easton/mc-pa-lehigh-valley-congressio...
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Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Corbett visits our editorial board to make his case for endorsement. 09/10/2014 (MICHAEL

BRYANT / Staff Photographer)
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By Thomas Fitzgerald, INQUIRER POLITICS WRITER
POSTED: October 12, 2014

It's safe to say there's no "Weird Porn Scandal" index tab in the
standard political campaign playbook.

Yet Gov. Corbett has been forced to deal with just that almost daily
since his successor as state attorney general, Democrat Kathleen
Kane, released the names of high-level officials from his tenure as A.G.
who sent or received pornographic e-mails on state computers. Two
appointees in his administration have quit as a result; a third refuses to
resign.
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The timing could not be worse for the Republican governor, already an
underdog as he faces voters a little more than three weeks from now.
Corbett never received or sent any of the smut, says he was unaware
of it - and is furious.

If he had learned of the e-mails as attorney general, "I would have
gone ballistic," he told The Inquirer Editorial Board.

Nonetheless, strategists and analysts say, the porn affair poses
potential political risk for Corbett by undermining his image as a
straight-arrow law enforcer, and by suggesting he is a disengaged
executive.

The biggest problem, experts say: It is a distraction that devours
precious campaign time.

"This is a momentum-zapper," said Chris Borick, pollster and political
scientist at Muhlenberg College in Allentown. "The governor needs
every break he could possibly get. Based on polls we're seeing, he
needs a historic comeback."

E. Christopher Abruzzo, Corbett's secretary of environmental
protection, resigned last week, as did a top aide.

"You don't want to ask for the resignation of cabinet officers in the final
days of a reelection campaign," said another veteran Pennsylvania
pollster, G. Terry Madonna of Franklin and Marshall College. "It
reinforces a perception that this administration can't move its agenda, that it's caught up

Democratic nominee Tom Wolf, a York businessman, leads Corbett by an average of 15
Quinnipiac University survey last week found Wolf up 17 points - respondents were inte
of e-mails Sept. 25, but the pollsters did not ask about the scandal.

The network of smut-swapping came to light while Kane's office was reviewing Corbett's
University football coach Jerry Sandusky on child sex-abuse charges. During her succe
Corbett had played politics with the case (a claim her own investigator debunked); she a
network" of Harrisburg.

What could fuel perception of such a network more than erotic e-mails exchanged by m
judges?

Plus, for a governor sometimes seen as insensitive to women - starting with his 2012 co
eyes" if ultrasounds were required before abortions - the scandal was the last thing he n

"I've heard people in line at Starbucks and the grocery store talking about it," said Mike 
Fresh Start, a political action committee aiding Wolf. "You can tell it's caught the attentio
closely."

The PAC, which has specialized in efforts to mau-mau Corbett with attacks on matters l
Harrisburg communications consultancy that has contracts with the campaign and the s
spokesman who was outed as having received some of the e-mails. (He has said he ne

Wolf, too, has mentioned the e-mails in the debates as an indication of the "culture" in t
Democrats have mostly let the slow drip of revelations from Kane tell the tale.

"Everywhere he [Corbett] goes, reporters are asking him about this stuff," Mikus said. "I
Corbett says nothing, he looks like he's dodging; if he responds, there's another story. "
Mikus said.

Alan Novak, a Republican strategist and former state party chairman, said Corbett has t
tries to exploit an "opening" that Wolf has left by declining to discuss details of his vow t

Porn scandal poses risk for Corbett campaign - Philly.com http://articles.philly.com/2014-10-12/news/54933514_1_corbett-campai...
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"It is a dose of bad luck that really has nothing to do with his job as governor," Novak sa
the effort to scare the pants off people about what Wolf is going to do to their taxes."

It wouldn't hurt to tie Wolf to President Obama, whose approval ratings have tanked in r
ire of the GOP base, Novak said. He acknowledged such a rallying tactic might not be a
Chester County Republican chairman in 1994 and a Democrat was president.

"We just stuck up signs all over the county: 'Send the White House a message, vote Re

At the end of this race, maybe that tactic will wind up in the campaign playbook - when a
scandals.

tfitzgerald@phillynews.com

215-854-2718

@tomfitzgerald

www.inquirer.com/bigtent
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October 13, 2014 9:48 AM

By Ed Mahon York Daily Record, Pa. (MCT)

Gov. Tom Corbett told people at a Rotary Club of York meeting last month that when you’re the attorney

general, 90 percent of the people like you.

The 10 percent who don’t are ones you’re putting in jail or suing on behalf of Pennsylvanians.

“As governor -- whoo, it’s a little bit different,” Corbett said at the Yorktowne Hotel, “because you have to

make the tough decisions. And that’s exactly what we have been doing and what we have been faced

with.”

Corbett won in 2010 as part of a wave election that saw the GOP make big gains in Pennsylvania and

across the country.

But Corbett’s favorability and performance ratings took big hits within his first 18 months. They haven’t

fully recovered, and that has helped put Democrat Tom Wolf in a comfortable position ahead of the Nov.

4 election.

“Dan Onorato was kind of in the position that we find ourselves in now,” Republican Don O’Shell said

after a Corbett campaign stop in September. “So to me, that is the depressing factor.”

O’Shell, the elected clerk of courts for York County, said it feels a little bit surprising for Republicans to

find themselves in this position. Corbett has trailed Democrat Tom Wolf in independent polls by double

digits for months. The incumbent from western Pennsylvania could become the first Pennsylvania

governor since 1968, when a constitutional change allowed governors to seek re-election, to lose such a

bid.

Corbett, 65, was first elected state attorney general in 2004 and won re-election in 2008 despite Barack

Obama’s double-digit win in Pennsylvania that year.
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In the 2010 race against Onorato of Allegheny County, Corbett pledged not to raise taxes and fees,

promised to cut wasteful spending and linked Onorato with then-Democratic Gov. Ed Rendell. He touted

his background of prosecuting lawmakers and staffers for using state resources to campaign.

Corbett won in 2010 with more than 54 percent of the vote. He got more votes than fellow Republican

Pat Toomey did in his U.S. Senate seat win that year.

But Franklin & Marshall College and Quinnipiac University polls show Corbett running into trouble

during the 2011-12 school year.

For the general election, Corbett trailed Wolf in polls by more than 15 percentage points as of Friday

morning, according to a RealClearPolitics average. That average didn’t include the latest wave of YouGov

surveys, which showed Wolf with a 50 percent to 41 percent lead over Corbett.

In a September Quinnipiac University poll, a little more than half of likely Wolf voters said they were

mainly voting against Corbett.

Corbett campaign spokesman Chris Pack said Corbett is “more worried about the people of Pennsylvania

than the poll numbers.” He said the campaign plans to continue “exposing Wolf for his fiscal

recklessness,” which will lead to a Corbett victory.

In recent months, Corbett’s campaign has touted job creation in the state, defended the governor’s

record on education spending, and sought to make Wolf appear as an unacceptable alternative.

That’s a theme Corbett hit on during a Rotary Club of York campaign stop in September.

“The choice on Nov. 4 is going to be very clear,” Corbett told the crowd at the Yorktowne Hotel.

“Somebody who went into office, made their promises, kept their promises and put us on the fiscal

recovery trail. Or somebody who’s promising -- we don’t know the details, because he won’t release

details -- that he’s gonna raise taxes, and he’s gonna spend more. That will be the Nov. 4 ballot question.”

To understand Corbett’s strategy now, it helps to examine the theories for why his poll numbers dipped

and what has changed since then.

Theory No. 1: Corbett didn’t communicate well enough.

This is one Republicans have embraced in recent months.

Charles Robie, a Republican from Wrightsville who’s retired from the publishing industry, attended a

rally for the governor in West Manchester Township in September.
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“He doesn’t say a lot,” said Robie, adding that it might be a “deficit for him in a way. But what he says he

means and he does -- that’s what impresses me.”

During the first general election debate last month, when asked about mistakes, Corbett said he probably

hasn’t done the best job at communicating.

Charlie Gerow, a Republican media strategist whose firm has a contract with the Corbett campaign, said

the governor “could have pushed back much harder, much sooner on the big lie that he cut education

funding.”

––––

ON THE OTHER HAND: Dan Fee, a Democratic consultant who worked on Rendell’s and Onorato’s

gubernatorial campaigns, said the problem with that argument is that voters don’t say that they don’t

know who Corbett is or what he stands for.

Fee said people say they don’t like what Corbett stands for and what he’s done.

Theory No. 2: It was those education cuts.

Franklin & Marshall College polling data shows the governor’s unfavorable ratings rising during the

2011-12 school year. That’s when budget cuts were having an impact at the local level, said Franklin &

Marshall College pollster G. Terry Madonna.

In the Quinnipiac University polling data, Corbett’s job approval rating peaked at 50 percent in

September 2011. But it was down to 41 and 36 percent by March 2012 and June 2012, respectively.

––––

ON THE OTHER HAND: Corbett’s campaign and his supporters say public sector unions and

Democrats have lied about Corbett’s education record.

Corbett has blamed the education cuts on Rendell, saying he used one-time federal stimulus money to

make up for cutting state support, and when the federal money disappeared, it looked as though the

state had cut funding. Wolf’s campaign counts the federal stimulus money in its data, but it doesn’t count

public school employee pension costs, which have risen in recent years.

Theory No. 3: He was too conservative.

Chris Borick, director of the Muhlenberg College Institute of Public Opinion, pointed to Ohio, where
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Republican Gov. John Kasich has pushed for a higher extraction tax. Corbett agreed to an impact fee on

natural gas drilling, but has resisted an extraction tax that is estimated to bring in more revenue.

“He’s held tight to that when politically it’s probably not been a winning decision for him,” Borick said.

Corbett backed Pennsylvania’s voter ID law, which was delayed from being fully implemented before the

November 2012 presidential election and struck down in January 2014.

In March 2012, he said he would support a requirement that women undergo an ultrasound before an

abortion “as long as it’s not obtrusive.” The bill that prompted the discussion never passed.

––––

ON THE OTHER HAND: Corbett got a bipartisan transportation bill passed. While he rejected a straight

expansion of Medicaid under the 2010 federal healthcare law, he agreed to an alternative plan to cover

hundreds of thousands more low-income Pennsylvanians through private insurers. In May, he

announced he wouldn’t fight separate court decisions striking down the gay marriage ban and the state’s

voter ID law.

On natural gas drilling, Corbett has said the industry pays taxes and is still in its infancy. He has said

Pennsylvania has risen in the rankings for natural gas production.

Corbett at a West Manchester Township rally:

Theory No. 4: He didn’t get enough accomplished -- especially stuff conservatives wanted.

Despite the governor’s pledge not to raise taxes or fees, he approved 2012 legislation allowing counties to

impose an impact fee on natural gas drilling. He also approved a wholesale gas-tax increase in November

2013 to fund a major transportation bill, along with motorist fee increases.

John Fund wrote in an August National Review Online article that Corbett’s problems “show just how

much trouble Republicans get into if they allow machine politics and public-sector unions to dictate their

agenda.”

The GOP-controlled General Assembly hasn’t passed pension reform or liquor privatization.

“He’s been a reform-minded governor. Unfortunately, the General Assembly hasn’t had his back every

step of the way, like we would hope,” said O’Shell, a co-coordinator for the Corbett campaign’s York

County efforts.
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O’Shell said he hopes the dynamic would change if Corbett’s re-elected.

––––

ON THE OTHER HAND: “As far as I’m concerned, he’s kept his promises,” O’Shell said. “He’s been that

fiscal watchdog. And he’s kept our taxes steady as she goes, rather than inflating our personal income tax

and other taxes.”

Corbett and his campaign say about 180,000 private sector jobs have been added, unemployment has

dropped and his first budget cut state spending for the first time in decades.

His campaign says he eliminated $1 billion in taxes, including the ongoing phaseout of the capital stock

and franchise tax, the elimination of the inheritance tax for family-owned small businesses and family

farms, and tax credits.

While Corbett’s 2011 proposal to create a statewide entity to approve and oversee charter schools didn’t

pass, other parts of his education proposals have happened.

Lawmakers in the summer of 2012 created the Opportunity Scholarship Tax Credit Program and

expanded the Educational Improvement Tax Credit Program, which offers businesses tax credits for

providing funding for educational improvement or scholarship organizations. The Pennsylvania

Department of Education has implemented a new educator evaluation program.

Theory No. 5: Penn State created problems.

In November 2011, former Penn State assistant football coach Jerry Sandusky was arrested on child sex

abuse charges. Prosecutors alleged that some top university administrators failed to report what they

knew.

The investigation into Sandusky began when Corbett was attorney general.

Days after the charges were announced, Penn State’s board of trustees dismissed head football coach Joe

Paterno, who had not been charged by the attorney general’s office. By that time, Corbett was governor

and a member of the board of trustees.

Corbett at the York Fair:

Before the board of trustees voted to dismiss Paterno as head coach, Corbett told fellow members to

remember the children, according to his own account and others. Corbett told the Associated Press that

his recollection was that he did not take part in a voice vote on Paterno’s firing, but accounts about his
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role in the discussion have differed.

During the 2012 attorney general campaign, Democrat Kathleen Kane said the investigation into

Sandusky took too long. She got more votes in the 2012 election than any other Democrat running

statewide in Pennsylvania.

In a January 2013 Quinnipiac University poll, 26 percent of respondents said they approved of how

“Corbett has handled the Penn State situation over the last few years,” while 50 percent disapproved.

––––

ON THE OTHER HAND: A report commissioned by Kane’s office, released in June, found no evidence

that politics played a role in delaying the Sandusky case.

As for Paterno, Corbett told the Associated Press in June that he had never condemned the former head

coach and “never will.”

Gerow, the Republican media strategist, said criticism over Penn State was unfair and that Corbett’s

actions led to a child predator being put away for life. He said the case led to “raw nerves,” but time has

helped heal the issue.

––––

Contact Ed Mahon at 717-771-2089.
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By Ellen Wulfhorst, 

Of Reuters

OCTOBER 13, 2014, 7:49 PM

ov. Tom Corbett is not only trailing his Democratic challenger badly, but he has lost the support of nearly a

quarter of his fellow Republicans, according to polls showing his bid for a second term is in deep trouble.

With the incumbent faring so poorly, his party is counting on New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie to shore up Corbett's

campaign. But even the backing of a powerful populist like Christie, renowned for his bipartisan appeal, could be too

little, too late for his Pennsylvania counterpart, analysts say.

Trailing Democratic candidate Tom Wolf in polls, Corbett has one of the lowest rates of party support of any

incumbent, analysts say. If Corbett fails to win a second term, he would become the state's first incumbent governor to

do so — a blow to Republican prestige at a time when the party is eager to make comeback on the national and state

levels.

"His own party is walking away from him," said Tim Malloy, assistant director of the Quinnipiac University Poll, which

recently showed 22 percent of Republicans deserting Corbett to vote for his opponent.

In November, polls suggest, Democrats could pick up a net three governor seats among 36 races across the nation,

according to the website Real Clear Politics.

Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Corbett is not only trailing his Democratic challenger badly, but he has lost the support of nearly a

quarter of his fellow Republicans, according to polls showing his bid for a second term is in deep trouble.
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Corbett has taken heat for presiding over state cuts in education funding. His Democratic predecessor, Ed Rendell, cut

basic funding for schools as revenues slumped but filled the gap with temporary stimulus money.

In 2012, Corbett brought state funding for education back up to 2008 levels — still at least $500 million below the

previous year without the stimulus funds. This fiscal year, Pennsylvania is spending $5.5 billion on basic education.

Some critics also say Corbett was ineffective, having failed to push through his political agenda, given that both

legislative houses are Republican-controlled.

For Corbett, the bad rap on getting things done comes at a time when voters are looking to their state governments to

tackle pressing issues, given the political deadlock that shows no sign of easing in Washington, D.C.

"There's disappointment with his administration," said Chris Borick, a Muhlenberg College professor of political

science and director of the college's Institute of Public Opinion. "They think, 'Did we just blow an opportunity?' "

Supporters tout Corbett's efforts in saving jobs in refineries and shipyards and point out that the state's

unemployment rate has dropped.

Aiming to convince Republicans to stay the course, Corbett stumped with Christie last week at a rally in Wayne,

Delaware County, one of the areas that's a key to victory on Nov. 4.

"I've worked with him now for four years, as closely as I've worked with any governor in America," said Christie, who

chairs the Republican Governors Association. "This man has earned and deserves your support."

Supporters said Corbett has failed to get his message out because his opponent has outspent him. They also think

Republicans need to be better informed and that the governor has not fought hard enough.

"People haven't been paying attention to what Corbett's doing," said Dan Bowser, 68, an insurance agent from

Thorndale, Chester County, who attended the Corbett rally last Thursday. "He's not blowing his own horn the way he

should."

Wolf, a businessman who has poured his personal fortune into the race, has hammered hard in TV ads at Corbett,

particularly on education. He proposes a tax on natural gas drillers to fund budget shortfalls.

While Christie helped Corbett draw a few hundred people, twice as many people gathered a few miles away Thursday

in Philadelphia, where former first lady Hillary Clinton was campaigning for Wolf.

Going after Wolf as a tax-and-spend liberal, Republicans criticize him as not being forthcoming about his tax reform

plans. Wolf says he supports fairer taxes and no tax increase on the middle class, but says many of the specifics will

depend on the state's fiscal health.

Corbett improved slightly in the most recent Quinnipiac poll, which showed a shrinking gap to 17 points from a

20-point gap in a Franklin & Marshall poll a few days earlier.

But the latest poll showed 85 percent of likely voters were firmly set in their choice.
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If you’ve ever heard the “thock” of a bird crashing into a window before falling lifeless to the ground, you

know how sickening and terribly sad that sound is.

Collisions with buildings kill somewhere between 365 million and 988 million birds each year, according to

a February 2014 estimate from researchers at Oklahoma State University and the Smithsonian Migratory

Bird Center in Washington, D.C.

Why Do Birds Crash Into Buildings?

Birds just don’t see clear glass as an obstacle. When they’re looking at the window, they’re seeing the

reflection of sky or trees instead of a pane of glass. They think they’re following a clear flight path. That

mistake can be deadly; at least half of the birds who hit windows die from their injuries or because another

animal killed them while they were stunned and couldn’t escape or protect themselves.

There are also other factors.

Did you know that most birds’ eyes are on the sides of their heads? “Birds have got this fantastically

comprehensive visual field,” says vision scientist Graham Martin of the University of Birmingham in

England. “But the best vision for most birds is actually out sideways.”

Martin has made some other fascinating discoveries about birds: in some big birds, such as eagles and

some vultures, he has found a gap between the visual fields of the left and right eyes that leaves a blind

spot roughly above where birds’ “foreheads” might be.
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History's Headlines: Digging down to 'way back
when' when Nazareth
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If Hollywood is to be believed,

archaeologists are larger-

than-life Harrison Ford types

digging into the past seeking

“riches and glory.”

But in terms of local history,

the fragments from the life of

the 18th century Moravian

settlers found by the

archeology team from Hunter

Research of Trenton, N.J. are

no less significant than what others may find in the exotic locales of distant lands. Hunter was

assisted by archaeology students from Lehigh University and Muhlenberg College.

According to Moravian Historical Society Executive Director Megan van Ravenswaay, the project is

a part of a $3 million, five year capital campaign that will lead to a rebuilding of “First House,” the log

dwelling and worship space that Moravians built on the site in 1740, as a multi-use space with a
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Frankie J. Grande Will Join Broadway's Rock of Ages; Constantine Maroulis Extends Run

By Andrew Gans
21 Oct 2014

The Tony-nominated musical Rock of Ages will welcome “Big Brother” star Frankie J. Grande to the cast Nov. 10 in
the role of Franz.

Grande will stay with the production through Jan. 18, 2015.

"Ever since my first role on Broadway, I have dreamed of playing Franz. I couldn't be more excited to finally get this
opportunity, especially alongside this incredible cast," Grande said in a statement.

“We are beyond thrilled to have Frankie return to Broadway and join the cast of Rock of Ages,” added producer Scott
Prisand. “With his exceptional, triple-threat talent and effervescent personality, he is the perfect match for our show
and the role of the hilarious and endearing Franz.”

In related news, Tony nominee Constantine Maroulis has extended his return engagement as Drew through Jan. 18,
2015, and Lauren Zakrin will also join the company, making her Broadway debut in the lead role of Sherrie,
beginning Nov. 3. As previously announced, award-winning YouTube sensation Chester See joins the cast as Stacee
Jaxx beginning Oct. 27.

Songs included in the musical are “I Wanna Know What Love Is," “Every Rose Has Its Thorn,” “Wanted Dead Or
Alive,” “Here I Go Again,” “Don’t Stop Believin” and more.

Rock of Ages is produced on Broadway and worldwide by Matthew Weaver, Michael Cohl and Jonathan Linden/S2BN
Entertainment, in association with Carl Levin, Jeff Davis, Barry Habib, Scott Prisand, Reagan Silber, Relativity Media,
Janet Billig Rich and Hillary Weaver.

The musical currently plays The Helen Hayes Theater, 240 West 44th Street. Tickets can be purchased via
Telecharge.com, by calling (212) 239-6200 or in person at the Helen Hayes Box Office.
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Tom Wolf campaigns for Pennsylvania governor in
Lehigh Valley
Author: Jamie Stover , Reporter, JStover@wfmz.com

Published: Oct 21 2014 04:32:01 PM EDT   Updated On: Oct 21 2014 05:22:01 PM EDT

BETHLEHEM, Pa. -

The York businessman vying

to be Pennsylvania's next

governor stopped in the

Lehigh Valley on Tuesday.

Democrat Tom Wolf toured

businesses in historic

Bethlehem, alongside local

leaders endorsing him.

"Looking forward, personally,

to working with him as

governor, and it's very

important to show him our

downtown. It's the anchor of

Bethlehem," said Mayor Robert Donchez.
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Senior year marks another big transition for every college student. But whether or not
you're prepared for the changes you'll soon encounter, you can take comfort in the
fact that the job market is looking up for new grads.

According to a new report (http://www.naceweb.org/s11122014/job-outlook-hiring-
2015.aspx?linkedin-unpd-spot-johir-11102014) by the National Association of
Colleges and Employers (NACE), "employers plan to hire 8.3 percent more new
college graduates from the Class of 2015" than they did last year.

For soon-to-be new graduates, here's some advice to help you explore your
post-graduation options (http://www.nerdwallet.com/blog/nerdscholar/2014/how-
to-choose-a-career/) and leave college on a high note.

1. Join a club or activity you've always wanted to try.

Remember that it's not too late to explore new interests, on or off campus. "Get
involved with campus and community groups even if you've never been involved with
them before," urges Amy Gerretsen, director of constituent engagement and career
services at Ripon College in Wisconsin. Join a club you've always wanted to try, enroll
in a class you've always wanted to take, or try your hand at volunteering, Gerretsen
says. Make the most of your final undergraduate year by checking those last few goals
off of your bucket list.

2. Take graduate school entrance exams.

Some people wait a few years and gain real world experience before getting their
master's degree, while others jump right in after undergrad. But whether you plan to
go now or later, "consider preparing for and taking graduate entrance exams," says
Alexandra Anderson, associate director of career services at Southwestern University
in Texas. Your senior year is an ideal time to take the exams because you'll already be
in study mode. Anderson also says "most scores are good for three to five years."
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3. Set weekly goals for your job search.

Balancing your schoolwork with career planning is tough, which is why it helps to take
your job search one step at a time. "Set a weekly goal to develop some aspect of your
job or graduate school search," says Sue Tarpley, career center director at Berry
College in Georgia. This might include updating your resume, setting up
informational interviews, or researching companies you might want to work for.

Carve out four to five hours outside of school to job search, recommends Jenna Azar,
manager of academic transition and engagement at Muhlenberg College in
Pennsylvania. Setting realistic goals in the short-term will make your post-graduation
planning feel much more manageable.

4. Research where you'll want to live after college.

Are openings for the job you're hoping to land only in a specific city? Or are you an
East Coast kid who has always wanted to live on the West Coast? Weigh your options
and consider what's most important to you after college.

"If you are thinking of moving far away, try to visit the area first to be sure this is
something that will work for more than a vacation," says Maureen Armstrong,
assistant to the vice president for student affairs at the University of Connecticut.
"Think about the transition to college and what was exciting and difficult about the
experience. Try to apply this lens to the post-college move and make thoughtful
decisions about your next steps."

Make sure you also consider the financial costs of living (http://www.nerdwallet.com
/cost-of-living-calculator/) in a new place.

5. Tell your friends and family about your post-graduation plans.

"Networking can sound scary, but start building your skills now with the people you
come into contact with every day," says Amelia Hurt, director of career services at
Oklahoma City University. "Your friends, parents, a supervisor, co-worker and alumni
are important resources that make up your first circle of networking." Put the word
out about the kind of job you're looking for so that your friends and family know to
refer you the next time they hear of a job opening in their network.

6. Take a deep breath and know there is life after college.

Realize that you're prepared and that you're going to be OK, says Azar, who sees many
seniors get wrapped up in the stress of graduation and planning for the future. She
says it's important to reflect on your college experience and use what you've learned to
navigate this new transition into adulthood. More importantly, she says, get excited
about your future.

--
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First and second graders at St. Vibiana's school are among the first to be inoculated for polio with the new Salk
vaccine in Los Angeles, April 18, 1955. 

Part one of a two-part series

Most American parents today can't fathom the horror that summers brought
during the first half of the 20th century.

Summer meant polio season, and whole communities waited in dread for an
outbreak to strike.

Ordinary life all but ground to a halt in cities and towns where polio went on its
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rampage, crippling or killing scores of children. Movie theaters, bowling alleys,
swimming pools and beaches -- even churches -- all were shut down to prevent the
spread of what was then a mysterious disease.

Fear-driven neighbors turned on each other, or fled for more isolated environs.

"My mother talks about walking my sister in the neighborhood while I was in the
hospital with polio, and parents pulling their children off the street and into the
house upon sight of them, for fear of catching the disease," recalled Daniel Wilson,
a 64-year-old history professor at Muhlenberg College in Allentown, Pa., who has
written three books on the history of polio in the United States.

Yet from that fear and urgency came one of the
most extraordinary scientific experiments in
American history -- the Salk polio vaccine field
trial of 1954. Desperate parents offered up more
than 1.8 million children to serve as what
amounted to test subjects, including 600,000 kids
who were injected with either the vaccine or a
placebo.

The trial, which celebrates its 60th anniversary
this year, remains the largest clinical trial in U.S.

history, a record that probably will never be challenged.

It also made a national hero out of an unassuming scientist named Dr. Jonas Salk.

Salk created his polio vaccine at the University of Pittsburgh in 1952, through
research funded by the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, the precursor
to the March of Dimes.

Salk's interest in polio grew out of his efforts on a flu vaccine in the 1940s, at the
University of Michigan School of Public Health where he worked alongside his
mentor, virologist Dr. Thomas Francis, Jr.

Epidemics emerged in early 20th century

The first major U.S. polio epidemic occurred in 1894 in Vermont, with 132 cases.
New York City experienced its first large-scale outbreak in 1916, with more than
27,000 cases and 6,000 deaths.

By the 1940s, polio was a plague across the country.

Modern sanitation probably sparked the emergence of the disease in the early
20th century, said David Oshinsky, author of the Pulitzer Prize-winning book
Polio: An American Story.
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Before the 20th century, children were more likely to contract mild polio infection
at earlier ages, achieving immunity without even knowing it. When new sewer
systems and clean water supplies arrived, children were protected against
dysentery and other infectious diseases, but they were also left vulnerable to
contracting polio that could cripple or kill, Oshinsky said.

"The major polio epidemics don't come until the early 20th century, which is
exactly the same time when we're doing things like separating waste from water,
we're chlorinating our water and having waste treatment plants, we're using germ
killers to wipe off tables, we're washing our hands more, and all of a sudden this
disease pops up," he said.

Polio epidemics surged in frequency and size during the 1940s and early 1950s,
and the virus crippled more than 35,000 Americans annually. It became one of the
nation's most feared diseases.

Doctors now know that the polio virus lives silently in the throat and intestines,
and spreads through direct contact with an infected person's excretions, most
often their saliva or feces. The warm months of summer were especially conducive
to the virus' spread.

In three-quarters of cases, an infected person showed no symptoms at all. Others
had minor symptoms that resembled the flu, according to the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.

But in one out of 100 cases, the polio virus made its way into the infected person's
nervous system to attack the brain and spinal cord. Polio could permanently
cripple a victim's limbs, or paralyze the muscles that control breathing.

None of this was understood in the 1940s and 1950s. But the ravages of the disease
were visible everywhere in ordinary life -- particularly when it came to children.

Empty desks as school years started

"Unlike a lot of childhood diseases -- where when you recover, you're healthy
again -- polio left people in wheelchairs, needing braces, in iron lungs," said
Wilson. "There was always a reminder for parents of what could happen if your
child got polio."

Oshinsky was a schoolboy during that time and remembers the disease was just as
terrifying for children.

"School would start [again in the fall] and you'd see kids in leg braces and kids on
crutches, and the occasional empty desk," he recalled. "All the newspapers would
start putting box scores in -- sometimes on the front page -- about the number of
children who were now entering polio wards. The numbers would rise during June
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and July, and spike during August."

Polio survivor Jan Nichols recalled the year 1952, which was the nation's worst,
with almost 58,000 diagnosed cases.

"Parents lived in fear of warm weather -- polio weather. They adhered to all public
health recommendations and warnings: avoid large public gatherings, never allow
children to swim in public swimming pools, and insist upon frequent
hand-washing," she wrote in an article last year for the Children's Hospital of
Philadelphia.

"One of my peers remembers that her mother forbade her to eat peaches in the
summer for fear that the virus could flourish in the peach fuzz. Another friend was
forbidden to attend church each Sunday during the summer months," Nichols
said.

Pamela Reed, who worked as an editorial assistant at the Kalamazoo Gazette
newspaper in Michigan, contracted polio in September 1947, when she was 10
months old.

"I awoke from my nap feverish and stiff," Reed wrote in an article for the paper.
"My frantic mother called the doctor, and he rushed right over. Taking a pin from
my diaper, he poked the bottoms of my feet. No response. 'Call your husband
home,' he told my mother. 'We need to get her to Children's Hospital in Detroit.'"

Reed was left with lifelong weakness in her lower left leg, which required her to
use a leg brace and relearn how to walk.

Salk tested vaccine on himself, his wife and sons

At the University of Pittsburgh, Salk worked "16 hours a day, seven days a week,
for years" on a polio vaccine, according to published reports, using techniques
based on his earlier research on the flu vaccine. His goal: to develop an
"inactivated" polio vaccine that used a dead strain of the virus to prompt the body
to produce antibodies to fight off polio infection.
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Dr. Jonas Salk, developer of the polio vaccine, is shown in his lab in Pittsburgh, Oct. 7, 1954.

Salk's vaccine wasn't perfect. For one thing, it was complicated, requiring three
shots to provide full inoculation. Other researchers funded by the National
Foundation, most notably Dr. Albert Sabin, who was working at the University of
Cincinnati at the time, felt that a live-virus vaccine would be more effective and
easier to administer.

"Sabin was convinced it [a dead-virus vaccine] wouldn't work, and that the Salk
vaccine was not a very good vaccine," Wilson said.

Salk reached the finish line first, however, and in 1952 launched a series of
preliminary experiments to test the safety of his vaccine.

His first safety trials involved dozens of children at two Pittsburgh-area
institutions -- the D.T. Watson Home for Crippled Children and the Polk School
for the Retarded and Feeble-Minded.

The Polk School trial findings demonstrated that the vaccine stimulated a high
antibody response -- evidence that it had the potential to protect children against
polio infection.

"It was the thrill of my life," Salk recalled.

By March 1954, Salk had proven that his vaccine was safe through the
experimental inoculation of 5,320 people -- including himself, his wife and his
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three sons.

With the safety of his vaccine established, the drums began beating hard for a
clinical trial that would test its effectiveness.

"A lot of pressure developed to move as quickly as possible, given the intensity of
the polio problem in this country," said Dr. Peter Salk, Jonas Salk's son and
president of the Jonas Salk Legacy Foundation. "My father was a very careful
scientist, and was working hard to understand all of the issues involved in creating
a vaccine. When it became clear that the pressure was irresistible to move into a
large-scale trial, then this huge national field trial was undertaken."

But it remained to be seen whether the challenge of such a massive trial could be
met -- and in a way that would both scientifically prove the vaccine's effectiveness
and pave the way for its acceptance by the American public.

And hovering above the science and the politics was the ultimate question: Would
the vaccine work?

Tomorrow: The vaccine that saved an American generation

Copyright © 2014 HealthDay. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast,

rewritten, or redistributed.
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never saw a review in the newspaper for Mulhenberg College's "Agamemnon."

I have been an actor, director and reviewer, so let me make up for that slight by saying that Muhlenberg's production

of this classic Aeschylus tragedy was the best student production of anything I've ever seen. To director Matthew

Moore and an incredible cast and crew, many thanks for a draining, exhausting and memorable experience.

William J. Fenza

Lower Macungie Township

FROM AROUND THE WEB by TaboolaSponsored Links

How To Live Easily With Allergies
LiveStrong
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Vanguard

The cast of ‘Agamemnon' prepares with improv and movement exercises for the November performances at Muhlenberg

College. (MUHLENBERG COLLEGE)
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DECEMBER 5, 2014, 9:16 PM

uhlenberg College has chosen John I. Williams Jr., a graduate of Harvard Law School with extensive

experience as a strategic consultant to higher education, as its new president, school officials announced at a

news conference Friday.

Williams, who succeeds longtime Muhlenberg leader Peyton R. "Randy" Helm, will be the 12th president of the

166-year-old liberal arts college in west Allentown.

The 60-year-old Boston resident has a bachelor's degree in economics from Amherst College, a law degree from

Harvard Law School and a master's in business administration from Harvard Business School, according to a

biography provided by Muhlenberg.

He will start work July 1.

Muhlenberg College has chosen John I. Williams Jr., a graduate of Harvard Law School with extensive experience as a strategic

consultant to higher education, as its new president.
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"I can't wait to get started," Williams told the faculty members, students and staff crowding the Great Room at Seegers

Union.

Williams is an unorthodox choice for the role in that he is coming from a private consulting background rather than

from the faculty or administration of another school.

But he said he doesn't lack for experience in the academic realm. Besides his consulting work in education, he has

served on the board of trustees of Amherst College for 30 years.

"I have not been a faculty member or a provost … but I have up-close and personal engagement with a liberal arts

college," he said. "I understand the sharing of governance, the focus and engagement of faculty … I come here already

educated in the culture."

Williams' non-traditional resume is part of what appealed to the school's presidential search committee, which had

spent most of this year winnowing a field of some 500 candidates to a handful of finalists.

In an era of technology-driven distance learning, rising tuition and growing skepticism over the value of higher

education, traditional residential liberal arts colleges face an uncertain future. So a leader whose main strengths are

business acumen and entrepreneurship would seem to be the right fit.

Williams made those points during his introductory remarks, saying the two greatest challenges Muhlenberg faces are

sustaining its traditional financial model — supported by tuition and fees, grants and gifts and endowments — and

navigating what he called the "topography" of technology in education.

The son of a German-American mother and African-American father, he was adopted as an infant by African-

American parents and raised in suburban Westbury, N.Y.

He said his own life experience is evidence of the abiding value of a liberal arts education, broadly defined as one that

focuses on arts, languages, history and other fields rather than vocational or technical education.

Students versed in the classical fields "are more likely to confront future challenges in a nuanced manner [leading] to

wiser decisions," Williams said. "Our nation and our world have never needed graduates of liberal arts colleges [more]

than they do today."

Williams also quipped that his mother's German Lutheran background — the same as the college's namesake, Henry

Melchior Muhlenberg — "may very well have to do with why Muhlenberg feels so much like home."

Eric Berg, a 1979 Muhlenberg graduate who led the presidential search committee, called Williams "the most

outstanding candidate in an outstanding group of candidates."

Williams met his wife, Diane Pierce-Williams, at Harvard Law School. She is a former member of the faculty of Loyola

University College of Law in New Orleans and a former trustee of her alma mater, Hampshire College.

The couple have been married for 28 years and have a son, two daughters and a granddaughter.

Helm, who became president in 2003, announced his retirement in February. He agreed to serve through June 2015 to

give school officials ample time to find a successor.

During Helm's tenure, the college's endowment nearly tripled, growing to $200 million, and he oversaw a $110 million

capital campaign.

Muhlenberg also undertook a major expansion of its campus, including the construction of a new life sports center,

science building and residence halls; the expansion and renovation of Seegers Union; and the renovation of existing
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buildings for the performing arts, multicultural life, global education and social sciences.

Helms said he was impressed by Williams' "creativity and intellectual agility" and was looking forward to a "smooth,

successful and celebratory transition" over the next seven months.

daniel.sheehan@mcall.com

610-820-6598
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Muhlenberg College (http://topics.lehighvalleylive.com

/tag/muhlenberg%20college/index.html) has a new leader.

Trustees of the Allentown (http://www.lehighvalleylive.com/allentown/)

college on Friday announced they had concluded a national search and named John I.

Williams, of Boston, as the school's 12th president.

Williams is a Harvard-educated entrepreneur who will take the reins of the liberal arts

college on July 1, 2015. He succeeds Randy Heim, who is stepping down at Muhlenberg

after 12 years as president.

In a statement released by the college, Williams said he was delighted to be coming to

the Lehigh Valley.

"I'm attracted by Muhlenberg's many qualities, including its caring culture,

transparency and inclusiveness, openness to new ideas, focus on teaching and learning,

the strength, variety, and innovativeness of its programs and, of course, the beauty of

the campus," he said.

"I welcome the opportunity to lead a liberal arts college with Muhlenberg's excellent

reputation, its rich history, fantastic students, and its deeply committed and

hard-working faculty and staff."

Williams has worked as senior vice president of strategic planning for American

Express and Bain and Co., the Boston-based strategic planning firm.

He left American Express in 1996 to become chief executive officer of Bitztravel.com

before selling the business to Rosenbluth Travel.

Since 2000, he has worked as a strategy consultant in the nonprofit and higher

education sectors. He has also served the past four year as an expert-in-residence at

Harvard's Innovation Lab.

Williams holds a law degree from Harvard Law School and earned a master's degree in

business administration from Harvard Business School in 1979. He received an

undergraduate degree in economics from Amherst College in 1975.

Williams and wife Diane Pierce-Williams have three adult children and a grandchild.

Diane Pierce-Williams is a former faculty at Loyola University New Orleans' College of

Law, and a former trustee of Hampshire College (her alma mater) and Goucher College.

Muhlenberg College trustees' Chairman Richard Crist Jr. praised the search committee

that yielded Williams' nomination. College officials began looking for a new president in
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February.

"John is a terrific choice, and I look forward to working closely with him in the years

ahead," Crist said in a statement.
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Former Lehigh University president Alice Gast was the 50th highest paid private college president in 2012.
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Lehigh University's

(http://topics.lehighvalleylive.com/tag/lehigh-university

/index.html) former president rounded out the top 50 of the nation's highest-paid

private college presidents in 2012.

Alice P. Gast was paid $884,907 to lead the South Bethlehem college, making her one of

the top-paid private college presidents, according to the Chronicle of Higher Education.

Gast resigned from her job over the summer to lead Imperial College

London. (http://www.lehighvalleylive.com/bethlehem/index.ssf/2014/01

/lehigh_university_president_al.html)

The Chronicle of Higher Education released a database Monday detailing the

pay of (http://chronicle.com/factfile/private-ec-2014#id=table)the leaders of

almost 500 private colleges and universities.

To put the figures in context, the Chronicle notes that Gast's base pay of $759,160 is 5.7

times the average salary of full professors at Lehigh. It would take 21 students paying

the full tuition sticker price -- $42,220 in 2012 -- to pay Gast's full compensation. Gast

actually earned $210,754 less in total compensation in 2012 than 2011, according to the

database.

Other schools in the region that made the list are Lafayette

(http://topics.lehighvalleylive.com/tag/lafayette-college/index.html) and

Muhlenberg (http://topics.lehighvalleylive.com/tag/muhlenberg-college

/index.html)colleges.

Former Lafayette President Daniel H. Weiss (http://topics.lehighvalleylive.com

/tag/daniel-weiss/index.html) was paid $609,411 in 2012, a total compensation

that lands him at No. 111 nationwide. Weiss joined Lafayette in 2005 and left in June

2013 to become president of Haverford College

(http://www.lehighvalleylive.com/easton/index.ssf/2012/05

/lafayette_college_president_da_1.html).

Weiss' base pay of $485,431 was 3.9 times the average salary of full professors at the

Easton-based college. It would take 14.2 students paying the full tuition price --

$42,980 in 2012 -- to pay Weiss' compensation.

But his full pay amounted to less than 1 percent of the school's total $136.4 million of

expenses.

In Allentown, Muhlenberg College President Peyton R. "Randy" Helm was paid

$437,727 in 2012, putting him at No. 202 out of 500. He joined the college in 2003 and

will be leaving in 2015 as new President John I. Williams takes over

(http://www.lehighvalleylive.com/breaking-news/index.ssf/2014/12

/muhlenberg_college_names_john.html).
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Helm was the fifth-highest paid college president in his peer group, which includes

schools like Dickinson and Franklin and Marshall colleges.

Helm's base pay --$388,106 -- is four times the average salary of full professors at

Muhlenberg.

Sara K. Satullo may be reached at ssatullo@express-times.com
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Governor's Residence to remain open, even as Tom Wolf plans
commute to Harrisburg

Governor's Residence

Pennsylvania's Governor's Residence in Harrisburg, decked out for the holidays. (CHRISTINE BAKER)

Wallace McKelvey | WMckelvey@pennlive.com By Wallace McKelvey | WMckelvey@pennlive.com

Email the author | Follow on Twitter

on December 09, 2014 at 7:17 PM, updated December 09, 2014 at 9:50 PM

He'll be like every other citizen: you live in your own residence and go to work." Chris Borick

Gov.-elect Tom Wolf's sleeping arrangements made headlines Tuesday, but in reality the governor-elect's work day

won't be much different from many of his Harrisburg co-workers.

That means a 60-minute commute — not accounting for traffic — on days that Wolf must be in the Capitol. The one

difference: he'll still have a bed available five minutes from work.

"Any time he can get to Mount Wolf, he will sleep in Mount Wolf," said spokesman Jeff Sheridan. "I can't say he'll

never spend one night in the Governor's Residence, but he will live in and be a resident of Mount Wolf."

Should Tom Wolf move in to the governor's mansion? A PennLive poll

While in Mount Wolf, Sheridan said the governor-elect plans to pay for an office for his security detail in a building

across the street from his home. He had previously owned the building before donating it to a local church.

The news that Wolf would become a Harrisburg commuter led to speculation Tuesday about what it would mean for

the Governor's Residence, which has been home to every governor since 1968. But Sheridan said Wolf does not plan

to close or shutter the 28,600-square-foot Georgian mansion.

"His future schedule I don't know," Sheridan said, "but he does plan to hold official functions, meetings and other

events at the Governor's Residence."

Jay Pagni, Gov. Corbett's press secretary, said it costs the state Department of General Services about $1.2 million

each year to run the facility. In addition to staffers for both the governor and first lady, the DGS has about 10

full-time employees stationed at the residence.

"The upstairs is private but, much like the White House, it is a public building," he said. "It's open for tours and

events."

Karen Gunnison, chief of staff for First Lady Susan Corbett, said the level of activity at the residence varies by

administration, but the residence is often used for state functions and even events for outside groups.

Governor's Residence to remain open, even as Tom Wolf plans commute ... http://blog.pennlive.com/politics_impact/print.html?entry=/2014/12/gov...
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The Lieutenant Governor's
residence at Ft. Indiantown
Gap in Lebanon County.

 

"Nonprofits are allowed to hold events as long as they're not fundraisers," she said. "Then, of course, the governor

and first lady have held events and meetings."

The staff, which includes a chef, housekeepers and maintenance workers, ensure the building is maintained and

prepare for events, Gunnison said. Outside groups reimburse the DGS for any overtime or food expenses incurred

for their events.

"I don't really know what cost savings there could be other than maybe some food costs for the first family," she

said.

Lt. Gov.-elect Mike Stack, meanwhile, does plan to reside in the Lieutenant Governor's

Residence located on the grounds of Fort Indiantown Gap.

"Stack will comply with standard operating procedure when it comes to residence and

security," said Matt Franchak, Stack's chief of staff.

Pagni said a lot of the baseline expenses will remain, regardless of whether Wolf decides to live in the Governor's

Residence full-time.

In fact, most previous governors — including Corbett — have been at most part-time residents.

"When session is in and schedule dictates that the governor is needed in the Harrisburg area, the residence serves

as (his) residence," Pagni said.

At other times, he said, Corbett lives in his private home in the Pittsburgh suburb of Shaler.

Nationwide, more governors have foregone state-appointed mansions in recent years for their own homes or

rented apartments that offer them greater privacy without the perception of being on the public dole. In neighboring

New Jersey, Gov. Chris Christie commutes to work. California's executive mansion became a museum while

Idaho's sits empty after failed attempts to sell it.

Chris Borick, a Muhlenberg College political science professor, said Wolf's decision to use the residence only

sporadically is in keeping with his previous decision to decline his position's $187,000 salary.

"There's a sense in Pennsylvania that the benefits and perks of being in government aren't always earned," he said.

"The idea that you would forego many of the key benefits of the office is a symbolic message that he's breaking with

the past."

Even with the ongoing expense of maintaining the building, Borick said Wolf's decisions carry a lot of symbolic

power.

"He'll be like every other citizen," he said. "You live in your own residence and go to work."

That, of course, will mean dealing with Harrisburg's infamous rush hour traffic — at least assuming Wolf is ever able
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to clock out at 5 p.m.

"He'll just have to make sure, like a lot of people, he's ready for it and plans accordingly," Borick said.

© 2014 PennLive.com. All rights reserved.
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n July 17, Eric Garner, a black man, choked out his last phrase, "I can't breathe," 11 times until the chokehold of

a white New York City police officer, Daniel Pantaleo, silenced him.

On Nov. 21, Pantaleo testified in front of the grand jury, saying he arrested Garner for selling cigarettes but did not

intend to choke him. On Dec. 3, the grand jury refused to indict Pantaleo.

This decision sent the country into a state of anger and panic less than two weeks after the grand jury's decision not to

indict Ferguson, Mo., police officer Darren Wilson fueled protests around the country.

Approximately 100 Muhlenberg College students gathered Dec. 5 in the college's student union building for a sit-in to

protest Pantaleo's exoneration.

This is the second time this year, and the second time in my four years of college, that Muhlenberg students gathered

in solidarity to protest police brutality and racism. Students held a silent protest outside of Seegers Union after the

Ferguson grand jury announcement. Later, the protest transformed into a march to increase awareness throughout the

campus and garnered interest for a protest happening the following day.

As millennials, we have often been referred to as the "complacent generation." With the increasing infatuation with

technology, we are one of the most plugged-in generations, constantly aware of changes in our information technology

system but unaware of other societal changes.

Muhlenberg College students held a sit-in at Seegers Union on Friday, December 5, 2014 over the New York grand jury decision

not to indic at police officer for the death of Eric Garner.
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However, when the grand juries failed to indict Wilson and Pantaleo, millennials in this small liberal arts college

discovered something they could fight for, stepping outside of the mold of complacency to prove to their peers that our

generation can create change, that our generation can challenge America's justice system.

"This is important because we need to seriously show this community what it means to be unified," explained Ana

Negron, a sophomore, at the sit-in after the Pantaleo decision. "I am proud of the people who are sitting here unified,

with one voice. It's beautiful."

Indeed, this is how the majority of students participating in the protest felt, as they sat among students they did not

previously know but with whom they shared a common criticism of our justice system.

Negron, however, was frustrated by those students who chose to ignore the issues by walking through the group of

protesters. There was an alternative walkway through the building for students who chose not to protest, yet some

students chose to neglect the option and disrupted the protest instead.

"It's frustrating to see how ignorant people are here," she said. The interlopers were met with some hostility by the

protesters — with hisses of "privilege" and shouts of "Why are you walking through us and negating what we are

doing?"

This is representative of the larger issue of privilege with our generation.

"Our original objective is not to completely impose our opinion," said Christian Paris, a junior and one of the

organizers of the sit-in, "but to raise as loudly and for as many people to have the chance to consider the fact that they

may have an absolute inordinate amount of privilege. A lot of people sitting with us now have been victims of injustice

and inequality."

The people who chose to disrupt the protesters by walking through them rather than taking an alternative route

symbolize the ignorance of my generation.

Millennials are often ignorant of newsworthy events because they are focused on schoolwork, their social lives or

technology, and this is the larger issue that Muhlenberg protesters attempted to identify: Racial inequality has been

around for centuries, and we need to wake up.

This is something our generation wants to change, and we will fight strongly for our capability to do so. "I'm proud,"

said Paris. "I am so proud of my community for making noise about this. This is a moment in history we are going to

remember. It is our turn."

Katie Peikes is a senior at Muhlenberg College.

Want to write for iThink? High school and college students can send an email to

robert.orenstein@mcall.com.
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West Chester's Rich Weinstein unearthed video that tripped up an
architect of Obamacare.
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The story of West Chester investment adviser Rich Weinstein

shows that sometimes even the White House is no match for

one angry citizen with a fast Internet connection and plenty of

determination.

Last week, Weinstein's relentless archive-diving on the

intellectual origins of the Obamacare health insurance law

helped put MIT economist Jonathan Gruber, often hailed as

an "architect" of the plan, in the dock for hours of

embarrassing interrogation from the U.S. House Oversight

Committee.

Mostly, Gruber had to apologize for insulting the intelligence

of voters. In a 2013 University of Pennsylvania appearance,

Gruber had defended the need to obfuscate the language of

the Affordable Care Act so that nobody would construe its

mandate to buy health insurance as a tax.

"This bill was written in a tortured way to make sure the CBO

[Congressional Budget Office] did not score the mandate as

taxes," Gruber said. "Lack of transparency is a huge political

advantage. Call it the stupidity of the America voter, or

whatever."

Weinstein, who is in his mid-40s, dug up that devastating clip.

It quickly went viral.

"I'm nobody, an amateur," Weinstein said in an interview. "I"m

just really good at connecting the dots, for some reason."

It's the latest evidence that the most potent force in American

politics these days is a few minutes or even seconds of

damning video.

"In many ways, they define the conversation, especially when

these things feed into preestablished narratives," said

Christopher Borick, political scientist and pollster at

Most 
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Muhlenberg College in Allentown.

One reason these moments pack so much power is that so

much of politics today is tightly scripted, drained of color or

spontaneity. Deviations can be revealing.

In the 2012 campaign, for instance: Who can forget how a

well-placed smartphone recorded Republican presidential

candidate Mitt Romney complaining at a fund-raiser about the

"47 percent" of Americans dependent on government? It

supported the Democratic narrative on Romney - that he was

out of touch.

Four years earlier, then-Sen. Barack Obama was zapped by a

citizen journalist who taped his remarks at a fund-raiser in

San Francisco, complaining to the quiche-eaters that the rural

voters in places like Pennsylvania "cling to their guns and

religion." That reinforced many conservatives' belief that

liberal Democrats are hostile to the values of rural Americans.

An earlier Weinstein discovery in the Gruber oeuvre has been

cited in a legal challenge to a key provision of the Affordable

Care Act - in a case that is headed for the Supreme Court.

Last winter, Weinstein read a newspaper opinion piece that

said a strict reading of the law's language would rule out

subsidies for people buying health insurance in states that

hadn't set up their own exchanges. In all, 37 states declined

to do so, relying instead on a federally run exchange.

The argument sounded familiar to Weinstein. He reached for

a Gruber video he had unearthed earlier. In it, the economist

seemed to endorse the conservative view, describing

subsidies as incentives to get states to participate.

"What's important to remember politically about this is, if

you're a state and you don't set up an exchange, that means

your citizens don't get their tax credits - but your citizens still

pay the taxes that support this bill," Gruber said. "So you're

essentially saying [to] your citizens, 'You're going to pay all

the taxes to help all the other states in the country.' "
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Weinstein e-mailed his find to public officials and media

outlets everywhere. At first he was ignored.

"Nobody would listen to me," he said. "People in the media

are swamped with 'idiots' like me who think they've got

something big."

Then, in July, a federal appeals court ruled 2-1 in favor of

plaintiffs trying to halt the subsidies. Clicking around on the

Web, Weinstein posted a comment on a Washington Post

blog item about the decision - along with a link to the Gruber

video he had unearthed.

An official of the Conservative Enterprise Institute saw it - and

promoted it.

The next morning, Weinstein checked his Google news alerts

on his iPad, and his name popped up next to Gruber's all over

the place. By afternoon, he was at a Wawa listening to the

radio as Rush Limbaugh expounded on the video.

"The White House was responding - it was surreal," Weinstein

said.

The investment adviser says he began his sleuthing at the

end of 2013, when he got a notice saying his family's health

plan did not meet the standards of the Affordable Care Act.

He found a new plan - that cost twice as much.

"When President Obama said, 'If you like your plan, you can

keep it,' I believed him," Weinstein recalled. "I didn't even

think about it." When he heard otherwise, he got angry: He

felt the administration had lied.

He said he Googled "architects" of the law and pored over

every video he could. "I wound up bingeing on Dr. Gruber,"

Weinstein said. The search was on.

Now he's famous.

On Monday, he is scheduled to get an award from the

conservative talk-radio giant WPHT-AM (1210). But Weinstein

doesn't consider himself particularly ideological. He said his
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voting history ranges from Bill Clinton to Ross Perot to Mitt

Romney. (He declined to say for whom he voted in 2008.)

Weinstein has received calls and autographed photos from

conservative luminaries, including Senate Minority Leader

Mitch McConnell (R., Ky.).

"In 10 or 20 years, when this all seems like a dream or it's lost

in the fog of history, I want to look up at my office wall. . . . I'll

know I had a small part," Weinstein said.

But he said that the moral of the story is not about him. It's

about the "failure of the media" to vet Obamacare as it was

being drafted, and about making sure that the powers-that-be

are up-front with voters.

One thing is sure. They won't ignore Weinstein any more.

 

tfitzgerald@phillynews.com
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@tomfitzgerald

www.inquirer.com/bigtent
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By Kathy Lauer-Williams, 

Of The Morning Call

DECEMBER 17, 2014, 10:22 PM

he fairy tale that inspired the megahit animated film "Frozen" gets a unique treatment with life-size puppets,

masks, original music and lots of theatrical effects from Philadelphia's Enchantment Theatre.

Hans Christian Andersen's "The Snow Queen" features the same themes of friendship and loyalty as the popular film.

A girl named Gerda goes on a quest through an enchanted snowy world to rescue her friend from the evil Snow Queen.

The show at the Arts Bank Theater in Philadelphia lasts about an hour and is recommended for ages 3-10.

There has been a connection between Muhlenberg College of Allentown and Enchantment for several years and many

graduates perform in the troupe's shows.

"Snow Queen" features 2010 Muhlenberg grad Peter Smith in multiple roles. Smith appeared in "Aladdin and Other

Enchanting Tales," which came to Miller Symphony Hall this year, as well as in Muhlenberg's summer production of

"Harold and the Purple Crayon" in 2012.

Harry Merck, the show's technical director, also is a Muhlenberg grad.

Enchantment Theatre presents 'The Snow Queen,'featuring several Muhlenberg College graduates. (ENCHANTMENT

THEATRE, CONTRIBUTED PHOTO)
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They are joined in the cast by Justin Jain, Maria Konstantinidis, Alison Liney and Scott McPheeters.

Kids can learn a magic trick and make a mask at The Snow Queen Enchanted Family Workshops at 3 p.m. after the 2

p.m. shows. The workshops are recommended for ages 5 and up. Kids also get to go onstage and get a closer look at

puppets, masks, costumes, props and scenery. Workshop is $10.

"The Snow Queen" runs through Jan. 4. All shows are in the afternoon. Tickets: $29, adult; $25, student and seniors;

$16 children. The theater is at Broad and South streets. Info: 215-569-9700 or http://www.enchantmenttheatre.org.

Moravian Book Shop signings

Find out who Mr. Peepers is when Bethlehem author Susan Master and illustrator and Easton native Ann Cross sign

their books 2-5 p.m. Friday at Moravian Book Shop in Bethlehem.

"What is Mr. Peepers!" is the sequel to the popular "Bedtime Tails" book. It is based on a true story about a little

chick that was born outside of the hen house on a ranch in Texas and was brought inside by a little girl who lived on

the ranch.

On Saturday kids can learn about the story of Pip the Mouse, the popular puppet show that was featured at the former

Hess's department store in Allentown for many years and is now at the Liberty Bell Museum in Allentown.

Authors Bob Croesus and Laura Klotz, and artist Brian Hoffner sign copies of their book "Pip the Mouse and his

Magical Christmas" noon-3 p.m. Saturday at Moravian Book Shop. The story follows the curious mouse as he

travels around the Lehigh Valley to return a lost bag of toys to Santa Claus. Info: shop.moravianbookshop.com

See the "Pip: The Mouse Before Christmas" puppet show at 12:30, 1:30 and 2:30 p.m. Monday through Saturday

through Jan. 3 at the Liberty Bell Museum, 622 Hamilton St., Allentown. Admission is $2, adults; $1, children. Info:

http://www.libertybellmuseum.org.

Kathy.lauer@mcall.com

610-778-2235
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A pair of workers are seen behind the top of a pump where the hydraulic fracturing process in the Marcellus Shale layer to
release natural gas was underway. (Associated Press File Photo)
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The path to a severance tax on natural gas drilling has become clearer in the wake of

The Pennsylvania Society and a hydraulic fracturing ban in neighboring New York.

While the New York ban wasn't unexpected (http://www.pennlive.com

/midstate/index.ssf/2014/12/new_york_to_ban_fracking_for_n.html)—the

state has had a de facto ban in place since 2008—political analysts say it could alter the

political calculus for a tax on Pennsylvania's burgeoning industry.

Critics of the tax have long said that such a measure could discourage investment in the

state despite similar taxes in Texas and West Virginia. New York's ban, however

foregone, may undercut that argument.

"(This ban) is a bit of a confirmation that shale play in New York is off limits," said

Chris Borick, a Muhlenberg College political science professor. "Therefore, if you're

going to tap into Marcellus Shale, which is one of the richest shale plays in the country,

Pennsylvania's going to be a key player."

Pennsylvanians have always taken a pragmatic view of their natural gas resources, said

Terry Madonna, director of the Franklin & Marshall College's Center for Politics and

Public Affairs. Polls have repeatedly shown residents support both drilling and a tax on

drillers,  he said, whereas New Yorkers vehemently opposed drilling altogether.

"Voters here like the natural gas industry," he said, "but they want it done

environmentally sound and they want a severance tax. It's one of the few taxes they

support."

Gov.-elect Tom Wolf's views have roughly aligned with the public's, although

projections on how much revenue a severance tax could generate have been adjusted

downward since the gubernatorial campaign.

Wolf's spokesman, Jeff Sheridan, said the governor-elect opposes a fracking ban but

plans to work "to make sure the process is safe."

"Wolf's priority is to ensure that Pennsylvania is an energy leader with all

Pennsylvanians sharing in the prosperity," he said. "(He) will work to strengthen the

rules governing drilling, increase enforcement of the rules, hire more inspectors and

create a health registry to monitor health issues."

Republicans in the General Assembly, who've historically been less supportive of a

severance tax, may now be coming around to the idea in light of a looming $1.9

billion budget deficit (http://www.pennlive.com/midstate/index.ssf

/2014/12/19_billion_deficit_is_gov-elec.html).
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Since being named the new senate majority leader, Centre County Republican Jake

Corman has r (http://www.pennlive.com/politics/index.ssf/2014/11

/corman_if_there_are_areas_we_c.html)epeatedly declined to rule out

the possibility (http://www.pennlive.com/politics/index.ssf/2014/11

/corman_if_there_are_areas_we_c.html). At a Pennsylvania Society event on

Saturday, he told the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette (http://earlyreturns.post-

gazette.com/home/early-returns-posts/6392-hints-of-legislative-session-

at-pa-society) that a shale tax wouldn't be considered without also tackling pension

reform.

"It's the low-hanging fruit," Borick said. "At this point, it's the most accessible and

politically popular revenue source that Pennsylvania has that's untapped."

Madonna, who also witnessed Corman's statements at the annual weekend retreat, said

he was left with an impression that a deal could be in the offing. That deal could come

as more Republicans talk education funding and Budget Secretary Charles Zogby made

his own statements (http://www.pennlive.com/midstate/index.ssf/2014/12

/corbett_administration_confirm.html) that the state needs both cuts and new

revenue.

"It looks like the stage is set for a compromise with some new revenues," Madonna said.

The New York fracking ban would seem to help Pennsylvania, Madonna said, because it

takes a potential competitor for natural gas investment out of the picture for the

foreseeable future.

Mark Holman, who's represented several natural gas companies through the Ridge

Policy Group, said many of the same firms operating in Pennsylvania probably would

have pursued opportunities in New York.

"There'd be a direct benefit to our state," he said, but he added that he believes the

industry does have room to grow.

Holman said he doesn't believe New York's ban will impact the severance tax debate.

The people most affected, he said, are the New York land owners and residents who will

lose investment dollars and property rights.

Meanwhile, he said, there's a possibility that Maryland may open parts of the

panhandle area to fracking in the future. And there's still hope that Pennsylvania land

along the Delaware River that has been barred from drilling may be reopened at some

point in the future.

Madonna said the New York ban may provide some incentive to finally institute a

severance tax, but there are other factors to consider. The overall decline in natural gas

prices due to Marcellus Shale development, and the expected decrease in permit
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Andrew Cuomo New York to ban

revenues, will also play into the debate, he said.

The specifics of whatever compromise that can be reached

(http://www.pennlive.com/politics/index.ssf/2014/11

/wolf_faces_tremendous_hurdles.html) will be determined at budget time next

year, Madonna said.

"Maybe it's a 3-percent or a 4-percent and not a 5-percent tax," he said. "That's

negotiable and I'm sure the governor-elect understands that."

Madonna said one thing that will likely have a minimal effect is the Multi-State Shale

Research Collaborative report (https://drive.google.com/viewerng

/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&

srcid=ZGVmYXVsdGRvbWFpbnxtdWx0aXN0YXRlc2hhbGV8Z3g6Mjc2Y2QxOGQ0M2JiZmY2

also released Wednesday, that found natural gas development coincided with

increases in crime (http://www.pennlive.com/midstate/index.ssf/2014/12

/fracking_brought_spikes_in_vio.html), traffic deaths and even sexually

transmitted diseases.

Such reports may lead to specific legislative remedies, he said, but it would take a lot to

change public opinion about the industry's benefits to the state.

"Unless there's some shock wave, some momentous occasion that forces people to

rethink, most of it doesn't have a great impact," he said.
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1 Swarthmore College,
Swarthmore

PA 14% 8 89% $60,840 $38,701 $36,734

2 Washington and Lee
University, Lexington

VA 18 8 86 58,062 39,850 35,060

3 Wellesley College,
Wellesley

MA 29 7 87 59,838 39,375 0

4 Haverford College,
Haverford

PA 23 9 91 62,758 41,124 0

5 Pomona College,
Claremont

CA 14 8 93 61,432 43,486 0

6 Amherst College,
Amherst

MA 14 8 90 62,206 45,604 0

7 Vassar College,
Poughkeepsie

NY 24 8 90 62,090 41,649 0

8 Bowdoin College,
Brunswick

ME 15 9 88 60,400 40,025 1,000

9 Williams College,
Williamstown

MA 18 7 90 61,870 42,565 0

10 University of
Richmond, Richmond

VA 31 8 82 58,570 36,192 23,300

11 Colgate University,
Hamilton

NY 27 9 87 61,235 39,533 0

12 Middlebury College,
Middlebury

VT 18 9 87 60,160 38,384 0
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13 Davidson College,
Davidson

NC 26 10 90 59,146 33,717 22,246

14 Hamilton College,
Clinton

NY 27 9 90 61,270 36,427 0

15 Colby College,
Waterville

ME 26 10 89 60,200 38,406 4,680

16 Macalester College,
St. Paul

MN 34 10 85 57,912 33,663 10,909

17 Hillsdale College,
Hillsdale

MI 50 11 65 34,066 7,958 5,268

18 Grinnell College,
Grinnell

IA 35 9 81 57,517 35,701 15,093

19 Barnard College, New
York

NY 21 10 82 61,850 37,136 0

20 Bates College,
Lewiston

ME 24 10 89 61,520 37,455 0

21 Wesleyan University,
Middletown

CT 20 9 86 62,798 39,476 47,003

22 Carleton College,
Northfield

MN 21 9 90 60,896 33,316 2,757

23 Kenyon College,
Gambier

OH 38 10 87 60,790 35,375 13,040

24 The Colorado College,
Colorado Springs

CO 22 10 79 58,418 30,508 8,729

25 Claremont McKenna
College, Claremont

CA 12 9 84 63,115 39,099 20,635

26 Wheaton College,
Wheaton

IL 70 12 79 41,840 18,445 5,821

27 College of the Holy
Cross, Worcester

MA 33 10 89 58,742 29,082 35,538

28 Smith College,
Northampton

MA 43 9 82 60,474 35,861 16,200

29 Whitman College,
Walla Walla

WA 57 9 80 57,428 27,569 8,735

30 Thomas Aquinas
College, Santa Paula

CA 81 11 73 32,500 15,784 0

31 Bucknell University,
Lewisburg

PA 30 9 87 61,040 23,646 13,586

32 Centre College,
Danville

KY 69 10 80 47,940 24,278 17,742

33 Scripps College,
Claremont

CA 36 10 80 62,740 34,094 23,519

34 Sewanee: The
University of the
South, Sewanee

TN 60 11 76 48,300 23,619 10,776
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35 Kalamazoo College,
Kalamazoo

MI 67 12 73 50,545 25,591 14,885

36 St. Olaf College,
Northfield

MN 59 12 83 52,200 27,953 12,459

37 Bryn Mawr College,
Bryn Mawr

PA 40 8 81 60,890 35,013 11,278

38 Mount Holyoke
College, South Hadley

MA 47 10 76 56,096 29,715 15,754

39 Harvey Mudd College,
Claremont

CA 19 8 86 65,327 32,990 9,743

40 Berea College, Berea KY 34 11 47 7,892 3,566 0

41 Rhodes College,
Memphis

TN 58 11 75 53,025 24,341 16,871

42 Gustavus Adolphus
College, St. Peter

MN 63 11 82 50,593 25,328 15,649

43 Pitzer College,
Claremont

CA 15 10 72 62,750 35,107 5,000

44 Oberlin College,
Oberlin

OH 30 10 76 62,712 31,071 13,541

45 Skidmore College,
Saratoga Springs

NY 35 9 83 61,392 37,000 12,000

46 Lafayette College,
Easton

PA 34 10 85 60,840 33,218 21,662

47 Dickinson College,
Carlisle

PA 44 9 83 60,739 30,707 10,870

48 DePauw University,
Greencastle

IN 61 10 74 54,846 29,557 16,638

49 Gettysburg College,
Gettysburg

PA 42 10 81 59,320 30,197 13,967

50 Hope College, Holland MI 70 12 68 39,550 17,288 7,916

51 Connecticut College,
New London

CT 37 9 79 61,895 32,831 0

52 Wofford College,
Spartanburg

SC 69 11 78 49,050 29,144 14,866

53 Franklin & Marshall
College, Lancaster

PA 36 9 84 74,284 37,015 18,458

54 Union College,
Schenectady

NY 37 10 82 61,740 31,080 9,250

55 Occidental College,
Los Angeles

CA 42 10 83 62,224 33,569 9,187

56 Trinity College,
Hartford

CT 34 10 77 62,756 39,850 26,992

57 Christendom College,
Front Royal

VA 88 15 81 33,100 7,924 8,183
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58 Illinois Wesleyan
University,
Bloomington

IL 58 11 72 51,090 22,430 14,572

59 Beloit College, Beloit WI 68 11 71 50,970 26,401 16,146

60 The College of
Wooster, Wooster

OH 56 12 71 54,600 28,613 19,314

61 Transylvania
University, Lexington

KY 83 11 68 43,660 22,147 14,202

62 Muhlenberg College,
Allentown

PA 46 11 81 55,895 23,778 11,557

63 Hendrix College,
Conway

AR 80 11 63 51,000 25,618 23,658

64 Knox College,
Galesburg

IL 75 11 71 50,121 25,808 13,998

65 Principia College,
Elsah

IL 84 7 67 38,500 23,391 15,163

66 St. Lawrence
University, Canton

NY 46 12 77 60,732 31,110 20,200

67 Cornell College,
Mount Vernon

IA 59 11 64 47,114 25,121 16,184

68 College of the
Atlantic, Bar Harbor

ME 73 10 56 50,391 31,741 8,066

69 Southwestern
University,
Georgetown

TX 52 11 65 47,870 25,388 17,675

70 Salem College,
Winston-Salem

NC 57 11 61 38,320 16,375 16,668

71 Lawrence University,
Appleton

WI 73 9 69 52,365 27,255 15,827

72 Austin College,
Sherman

TX 59 12 67 47,408 23,329 17,460

73 Goshen College,
Goshen

IN 55 10 55 40,300 18,891 NA

74 Agnes Scott College,
Decatur

GA 67 11 66 47,832 26,590 19,796

75 Lewis & Clark College,
Portland

OR 63 12 67 55,432 27,766 13,786

76 Saint John's
University,
Collegeville

MN 75 12 71 48,984 23,250 14,201

77 Millsaps College,
Jackson

MS 47 8 60 46,960 21,828 19,564

78 College of Saint
Benedict, Saint
Joseph

MN 76 12 75 50,359 23,887 14,657
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79 Juniata College,
Huntingdon

PA 74 13 72 50,340 23,771 16,721

80 Furman University,
Greenville

SC 64 11 80 57,665 26,674 16,358

81 Luther College,
Decorah

IA 72 12 67 46,760 21,339 15,085

82 Augustana College,
Rock Island

IL 59 12 74 47,671 19,407 15,904

83 St. John's College,
Annapolis

MD 81 8 52 59,726 29,450 19,115

84 Earlham College,
Richmond

IN 64 10 59 52,670 25,210 11,314

85 Hobart and William
Smith Colleges,
Geneva

NY 50 11 74 61,334 27,095 15,730

86 Willamette University,
Salem

OR 58 11 71 55,846 26,343 16,325

87 Coe College, Cedar
Rapids

IA 62 11 61 46,550 23,376 18,593

88 Wabash College,
Crawfordsville

IN 70 11 64 47,880 20,761 15,250

89 Houghton College,
Houghton

NY 85 12 65 37,812 13,296 10,381

90 William Jewell
College, Liberty

MO 58 10 50 41,230 18,439 13,869

91 Hanover College,
Hanover

IN 67 12 68 44,273 22,210 16,279

92 Wheaton College,
Norton

MA 74 11 71 59,203 30,128 12,641

93 The College of Idaho,
Caldwell

ID 65 12 51 35,039 7,240 12,358

94 Bennington College,
Bennington

VT 65 8 58 61,310 32,556 18,486

95 Marlboro College,
Marlboro

VT 75 6 53 49,590 22,908 11,211

96 Gordon College,
Wenham

MA 43 14 59 45,120 16,208 12,734

97 McDaniel College,
Westminster

MD 76 11 64 48,650 25,562 17,787

98 Ursinus College,
Collegeville

PA 66 12 75 58,580 28,275 15,907

99 Ripon College, Ripon WI 75 11 60 43,317 19,763 10,803

100 University of Dallas,
Irving

TX 90 11 56 46,930 19,741 11,506
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Scott Burnet, a member of the Lehigh Valley Audubon Society, photographed a bald eagle along the shoreline of Lake
Muhlenberg in Allentown's Cedar Creek Park. Bird watchers say eagle sightings are becoming more commonplace around the
park. (Photo courtesy Scott Burnet)

(http://connect.lehighvalleylive.com/user/esieger/index.html) By Edward Sieger | The Express-Times

(http://connect.lehighvalleylive.com/user/esieger/posts.html)

Email the author

on December 22, 2014 at 6:00 AM, updated December 22, 2014 at 6:14 AM

Less than a week before Scott Burnet snapped a photo of a bald eagle feasting on a

mallard in Cedar Creek Park, he watched as a nesting red-tailed hawk chased off

another eagle soaring over the park off Hamilton Street.
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"To see this in a city park is really cool," Burnet said.

As bald eagle populations have made a tremendous rebound, bird watchers say

sightings around Allentown (http://topics.lehighvalleylive.com/tag/allentown

/index.html) are becoming almost a regular occurrence.

Just over three decades ago, there were only three known nesting pairs of bald eagles in

Pennsylvania, according to Peter Saenger, an ornithologist at Muhlenberg College

(http://topics.lehighvalleylive.com/tag/muhlenberg%20college

/index.html) and president of the Lehigh Valley Audubon Society

(http://www.lvaudubon.org/). There were 273 nesting pairs in the state last year,

he said.

Saenger said bird watchers are regularly sending him smartphone photos of eagle

sightings in the area. He saw a pair flying over Dorney Park in South Whitehall

Township last year and a Muhlenberg student recently reported spotting a bald eagle

over a soccer field on campus.

They've also been spotted for months in Downtown Easton, which hugs the Delaware

River.

"I tell people that instead of texting and walking with their heads down, they should

look up," Saenger said. "You'd be amazed at what you see."

It's still generally unusual in the Northeast to spot bald eagles in urban settings,

Saenger said. But with increased eagle populations in Lehigh, Northampton, Berks and

Montgomery counties and nesting eagles in the Merrill Creek Resevoir in Harmony

Township, Warren County, eagles are apparently learning to take advantage of easier

prey, he said.

At Lake Muhlenberg, eagles are likely hunting carp and other large fish in the park's

shallow waters and eating carrion, Saenger said.

"Our eagles seem to be adjusting," he said.

They're adjusting so well, in fact, that the latest edition of the Lehigh Valley Audubon

Society's "Birds of the Lehigh Valley and Vicinity" field guide lists eagle sightings as

"fairly common" compared to "uncommon" 12 years ago.

Burnet, chairman of the Audubon Society's habitat and conservation committee, said he

was alerted to the eagle's presence along the lake's southern shore about 4 p.m. Dec. 8.

By the time he arrived on the opposite side of the lake, the eagle - which he described as

an "opportunistic feeder" - had pretty much shredded the mallard.

Unfortunately, he said, a dog chased off the eagle.
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"This poor eagle was just trying to make a living there and someone with their dog off

the leash ran it away," Burnet said.

He estimates he's averaging up to a dozen sightings a year near the park, including a

pair perched in the nearby Rose Gardens last year and one flying over his house Friday

afternoon. And people are stunned to learn bald eagle sightings are becoming almost

commonplace in the city, he said.

In September, Burnet was leading a program for elementary students at the Lil Le Hi

Trout Hatchery on nesting habits. Almost on cue, an eagle flew over the hatchery.

"It was really a cool experience to show these kids their first bald eagle," Burnet said. "It

was almost a mythical figure for them."

Despite the increase in sightings there remains no known nesting eagles within

Allentown city limits, according to Saenger.

"They're not like great-horned owls that will set up a nest in a pine tree in your

backyard, and you won't even realize it," he said. "They're pretty conspicuous."

He's received reports of a nesting pair in Bethlehem Township near Routes 512 and 22,

but an eagles' nest in Allentown would be unusual. The only place Saenger could

envision a nest would be along the Lehigh River shoreline that has no access for people

or on an island in the middle of the river.

Eagles are courting this time of year and nest in very early spring, he said, so it's

unlikely you'll spot nesting eagles unless you go out early in the year before the foliage

comes in.

"They do like their isolation," Saenger said.

Karen El Chaar serves as volunteer executive director of Friends of the Allentown Parks,

a nonprofit tasked with improving the city's parks and recreation programs.

One of the group's larger projects has been improving bird and wildlife habitats at the

park, in part, by working on ways to improve water quality without the use of

chemicals.

"You create this cycle where you kill everything at the bottom of the food chain, and it

affects the top of the food chain," she said.

Among the group's initiatives was an inventory of all plant species to assure what on the

island should stay or go, El Chaar said. Volunteers also built towers to attract chimney

swifts and boxes to attract bats, both of which feast on mosquitoes, limiting the need for

pesticides, she said.
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Calling the eagle sighting "spectacular," El Chaar said the changes have resulted in

other bird sightings including nesting great-horned owls and American pipits. She

believes the work to improve the park's environment contributed to attracting bald

eagles.

"If you clean up the lake, you create a cleaner lake which means you have healthier fish

and improve the food sources," El Chaar said.
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By Laura Olson

Call Washington Bureau

DECEMBER 22, 2014, 6:51 PM | WASHINGTON

– More than six in 10 Pennsylvanians say they support same-sex marriage, showing a dramatic reversal of views in

the commonwealth over the past decade.

The finding is part of a new Morning Call/Muhlenberg College poll, which surveyed 500 Pennsylvanians during late

November and early December.

Asked if they believe marriages between gay and lesbian couples should be legally recognized and granted the same

rights as traditional marriages, 62 percent of respondents said yes, 32 percent said no, and 6 percent were undecided.

Those figures were inverted when the college's pollsters asked about the issue in 2004, when only one state,

Massachusetts, recognized marriages of gay or lesbian couples.

At that time, 35 percent of Pennsylvanians said they supported legalizing same-sex marriage and 54 percent were

opposed.

Since then, as court battles have waged across the country over recognizing same-sex marriages and granting other

legal rights to those couples, public opinion has been shifting in support.

Tom Onushco of Easton (left) and partner Mike Cole of Easton at a Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender Wedding Expo at

Bethlehem's SteelStacks in October. A new Morning Call/Muhlenberg College poll finds that more than six in 10 Pennsylvanians

support same-sex marriage. (Harry Fisher, MORNING CALL FILE PHOTO)
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"You rarely see such a change in such a relatively short period of time," said Chris Borick, director of the Institute of

Public Opinion at Muhlenberg College.

Borick attributed that shift primarily to demographic changes, with younger Pennsylvanians showing more support on

the issue than older residents.

Still, other age groups also have begun to alter their views, particularly those who have a family member or friend who

is openly gay, he added.

Judicial victories have snowballed for same-sex marriage advocates since the U.S. Supreme Court struck down the

federal Defense of Marriage Act last year. Gay and lesbian couples now can wed in more than 30 states, including

Pennsylvania, where a federal judge overturned the state's ban last spring.

In the new survey, which has a margin of error of plus or minus 5 percentage points, more than half of respondents

said same-sex marriage should be decided by a federal law. Thirty-nine percent said it should be up to each state.

Adrian Shanker, founder and executive director of a proposed Allentown community center that will serve lesbian,

gay, bisexual and transgender residents, said he's seen an increased willingness among Pennsylvania legislators from

both political parties to speak out regarding marriage equality.

Pennsylvania businesses also have become more assertive about reaching out to the gay and lesbian community,

Shanker added, pointing to an LGBT wedding expo that was held in the Lehigh Valley for the first time this fall.

"More Pennsylvanians are seeing it as a settled issue," Shanker said. "They're realizing that the sky didn't fall, that it

didn't really affect their lives unless they are LGBT or have a close family member or friend who is."

The Morning Call/Muhlenberg College poll also asked Pennsylvanians about gun control, marijuana legalization, and

whether they are worried about the recent Ebola outbreak.

Overwhelming support continues for a federal background check on all gun buyers, with 91 percent in favor and 8

percent opposed. A little less than half say gun laws should be more strict, while the number of those who say

tightening laws would help prevent gun violence has dipped slightly.

About one-third of Pennsylvanians support legalizing marijuana, with 36 percent opposed and 29 percent who say

they don't support or oppose legalizing the drug.

Half of respondents say that if marijuana was legalized, it should be regulated in a fashion similar to alcohol. The

number who favor less-stringent regulations compared to alcohol has increased slightly compared to earlier surveys:

14 percent back looser rules, up from 5 percent in spring 2013.

On Ebola, nearly half of Pennsylvanians say they don't think the U.S. government is doing enough to prevent

Americans from contracting the disease.

A U.S. military task force has been building treatment units in Liberia, one of the African countries hardest hit by the

outbreak. Congress also approved $5.4 billion to help pay for treatment and prevention efforts.

More than four in 10 say they're very or somewhat worried about a large number of U.S. cases, though fewer — 28

percent — say they're concerned that they or someone in their family will contract Ebola.

lolson@mcall.com

Twitter @LauraOlson
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SHIFT IN OPINION

Pennsylvanians have shown a growing acceptance of recognizing same-sex marriages over the last decade:

•2004: 35 percent support same-sex marriage, 54 percent oppose

•2009: 42 percent support, 51 percent oppose

•2011: 52 percent support, 37 percent oppose

•2014: 62 percent support, 32 percent oppose

Source: Morning Call/Muhlenberg College poll
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Attorney General Kathleen Kane now faces the threat of impeachment from state Rep. Daryl Metcalfe, R-Butler, but questions
remain about how feasible such a move will be. (Sean Simmers)
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pressure to leave her post as attorney general.

In the months since a grand jury

investigation (http://www.pennlive.com

/politics/index.ssf/2014/11

/kathleen_kane_7_things_you_nee.html) into leaks from Kane's office became

public, elected officials kept such speculation quiet. When discussed with the media, the

topic was strictly off-the-record and on background.

When the issue finally went public, it came from a familiar source: Rep. Daryl Metcalfe,

who circulated a memo Monday (http://www.pennlive.com/politics

/index.ssf/2014/12/pa_lawmaker_renews_calls_for_a.html) seeking

co-sponsors for an impeachment resolution, found little success with a similar measure

last year.

"I'm objective-oriented," the Butler County Republican told PennLive. "Sometimes I

can achieve an objective through a bill or an amendment and sometimes through a

conversation."
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PennLive file
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Pennsylvania House Rep.
Daryl Metcalfe, R-Butler

 

Metcalfe said he understands the odds are against him—the House considered

impeachment less than a dozen times over the last three centuries—but he may succeed

indirectly. The threat alone may spur Democrats to quietly ask Kane to resign, he said,

and the mounting pressure could force her to do just that.

"If we can achieve the desired objective without going through to the end of an

impeachment process, so much better for the people of Pennsylvania," he said.

Last year, Metcalfe was spurred to pursue impeachment

(http://www.pennlive.com/midstate/index.ssf

/2013/10

/pennsylvania_lawmaker_threaten.html) after Kane

refused to defend the state's gay marriage ban. At the time, the

issue made it to a hearing but was never voted on

(http://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/billInfo

/billInfo.cfm?sYear=2013&sInd=0&body=H&

type=R&bn=0572).

Kane spokeswoman Renee Martin said Metcalfe has been fixated on the same-sex

marriage ban, which was ultimately ruled unconstitutional.

"Rep. Metcalfe's revival of this political measure was certainly expected," she said, in a

written statement.

Kane's private attorney and crisis manager Lanny Davis, who advised President Bill

Clinton (http://www.pennlive.com/politics/index.ssf/2014/11

/whos_representing_kathleen_kan.html) during his impeachment proceedings,

declined comment Monday. Legislators from both parties also declined to comment

about whether they'd support a resolution by Metcalfe.

Metcalfe said he's optimistic that increasing scrutiny—including criticism from

Democrats (http://www.pennlive.com/politics/index.ssf/2014/12

/kathleen_kane_7_things_weve_le.html) about her handling of a corruption

case involving Philadelphia lawmakers—will bring more of his colleagues around to the

idea. By Monday afternoon, he said he'd already received calls from several expressing

interest in co-sponsoring a resolution come January.

But impeachment is always a dicey proposition.

Chris Borick, a Muhlenberg College political science professor, said the true test of

Metcalfe's chances would be how quickly moderate Republicans join the fray.

"For a lot of Republicans, she's doing a good enough job damaging herself," he said.

"You don't want to create an environment where she becomes sympathetic."
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According to the Pennsylvania Constitution, the House can begin impeachment

proceedings to remove officials due to "misbehavior in office." Metcalfe would need a

majority vote there in order for an impeachment trial to take place in the Senate.

Two-thirds of the Senate would then have to vote to sustain a conviction.

Bruce Ledewitz, a Duquesne University law professor and constitutional law expert,

said the process was designed to be difficult because it overrides the will of the people.

"It's one of the pressure points in the

system in which you don't practice

the separation of powers," he said.

"You let the legislature remove

someone form the executive or

judicial branch."

In Pennsylvania, the last person to

be impeached was Supreme Court

Justice Rolf Larsen

(http://www.pennlive.com/nation-world/2014

/08/rolf_larsen_impeached_pa_supre.html), who was convicted of conspiring

to obtain drugs via fraudulent prescriptions. That was in 1994, with the next most

recent attempt at impeachment dating back to the 1930s.

And Ledewitz said Larsen's impeachment was largely symbolic. Larsen had already

been removed from his position because of the conviction, he said, a component of

Pennsylvania law that contributes to how rare impeachments are.

Charlie Gerow, a Republican political consultant, said impeachment would require the

political will of more than just one party to be successful. But the shift has already

begun, he said, with Democrats now openly criticizing Kane.

"Before, I don't think (the impeachment threat) was taken very seriously," he said. "But

as the missteps and mistakes and blunders continue to grow in Ms. Kane's office, the

talk becomes more serious."

However, Gerow said, impeachment still seems unlikely unless other factors—such as a

contempt of court charge related to the grand jury leaks

(http://www.pennlive.com/politics/index.ssf/2014/11

/the_open_secret_leaks_are_alwa.html)—come into play.

"That, I think, is kind of the nuclear option," he said.

Kane's recent refusal to defend a bill (http://www.pennlive.com/midstate

/index.ssf/2014/12/pennsylvania_attorney_general_16.html) that expanded

the rights of groups like the National Rifle Association to challenge local gun laws may
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also fuel impeachment talks. It was one of the chief examples cited by Metcalfe as

evidence of Kane's "blatant disregard and disrespect for the law.

As unpopular as Kane's earlier refusal to defend the state's gay marriage ban was

among Republicans, Ledewitz said she could at least proffer the argument that the

federal Defense of Marriage Act had already been ruled unconstitutional.

"She wasn't the only attorney general to refuse to enforce bans on gay marriage across

the nation," he said. "I do not think that, in itself, would justify impeaching and

removing her."

Ledewitz said Kane can't make the same argument about the gun bill. And her decision

also doesn't fall under prosecutorial discretion, he said, because refusing to enforce is

different than refusing to defend. None of the provisions of the Commonwealth

Attorneys Act would seem to exempt her.

"I agree with her that it's a bad law, but that's not the point," he said. "I'm not the

Attorney General."

Borick said the more likely legal and political threats to Kane's future come from the

Philadelphia bribery case and the grand jury leak investigation, although to date no

legal wrongdoing has been proven.

"They have different types of potential liability for her," he said. "The impeachment has

the highest risk, in the sense that if it's successful, it's her job . . . but it's also the most

unlikely."

The threat of impeachment adds another problem to Kane's "full plate" of them, Borick

said, but it doesn't have as much sting coming from Metcalfe.

"It's hard to find anyone speaking positively of the attorney general, but at what point

do you get Republicans to go a little further than simply criticizing her?" He said. "If it's

Daryl Metcalfe and Daryl Metcalfe alone, it's not a big problem."
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